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Subcommittee Makes
Recommendations To EPC

¦'_"¦* •
one in literature (English 152),
. , . In the spring of 1977j
; retained, with two stipulations :
be
a sub-committee to the Educational
that 115 be offe red for four
Policy Committee .was established to
credit hours, arid that 152 '. . - .
—re^evaktate Colby's graduation
be devoted to major literary
requirements. Last May, the ;
works, with each section "
sub-committee submitted an ll
concentrating on at least two/literary
page report of their findings to the
¦
genres,,
-. .. '., ¦.
/ ' . ';' .- ' -,. ... ' , '
¦;
'
EPC ;
.
. : ..
' The purpose of increasing the
; The sub-committee, which
,
credit
hours of 115; is hot, as
consisted of five students, five' • '-''
stated in the :report, "an argument
faculty, arid three administrators,
for increasing the ,present work
was formed as a result of a request
load," but is "a more realistic .., '
from the Student Association that
reflection of .the amount of work
the total work load! be reconsidered . :
currently expected.1 It would
According to the report, the
also make possible, for a greateir
committee concentrated on "those
number of freshmen , a fourall-college :requirements which the -v .; course first semester."
faculty collectively view as
The subcommittee also
,v
essential to ] Colby education,
.
:;the .l^gu^e requirement,
recommended
regardless of a studerit's^majpr.v. . -',¦ .
..^ tiieieqiiuv'^
If the recommendations contained .
•¦'':;ar ;cbU%e^lewl,;;b^
in this report are relatively modest,
'y-' vwlhiaYferas!
^
2
' :y2 y
it is because there is a certain :2
^
::60ei$in
^
permanence, in the concept of liberal
'*
/• d<j pa^
education, one ^^trinsceMs2 'y 22. .22 y ::
;;'^tb;:c&aMisK
;;
geography, intellectual fads/ arid 22 ;¦.22.
¦' .
'^
v-p
.[.
i
f
the;pressure^ whether internal 222*02^. ' '2y
: "
,:'
sttj¦ ft^
or external ,; of politics or ;wbndi^csy??::'v"V .J V^te
¦ 1 1' •
-»v '_ ¦'¦' . vfe:_ ' -iV-'ifSi f :f2k *"Aif Si '.-ip' $s2 i' hy\;2~yV2.
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he;
. T sub-committee, made" ';#. .:.!. l?22y .:;::;..mi.)Ma l^
recommendations 1 '' on\the . EnpsKi|ffiB^ ,::^ 2yy 0 ;j 0 & \ ^
22 .' ¦
Foreign language, 'January ftb^m^I * .
Ift^Pj pi^
Distribution and total credit-hour "i; 2fy2i ;
' : - •.,¦ 222222,222' f>^ejvK^
requirement. , .: . ..'
fffip}«s;;t-^
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:. y . . . It . is jsuggested that the iprMe 1it-" ;
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• ;(^This does noti however, mean th at
> c/ich' building ; and! room miist be renb:V yatcd. According to Treasurer Karl " :,
Broekhuiz ej i,: Colby wants to put
enough -money towards
tlie renovati on
;
r ::;; to ;; H accpmmp ;date thev
the , 2
^
;, ;> :lmhtJlcapped , but also recognize
thiat *
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botanical study, and , of his tour of NeV^There are .-buttw eups . fow;$!^
pal,
the land of the hi ghest mount ains.
'
'
with flowers up to four ihches;.in< di^ ^¥ii;
¦
Many/
of the;flora? Horn will show ; are • ¦ • - ;''
,
meter. , ., : ' . .. ,, ., •. .• . . . ,_ . "..: ;, " ¦22t.Wi!$t&2222
^
' The pro ^a.m ^ ¦ •
Striking color-slide ' photos ;of ^l.is;Jun u- ;;;; :'| unique ,^b;New'Zealand.
: , ' ' y 22 '22 : ;': ,-' ¦
vp)jW
,^i^eopen;:fevthe
suol plant , of ferns ' reaching ; ^[fe(M|.|^P; : ' ;'|;:
'
'
d ed ;. by .the Thomas J . .Watson V • ;:;
and . of the world's smallest¦ orcliids; (will22y ;•; ;f>^ar
Fpundation
, the $8,000 fellowship gran ts
'f i
be among those -' shown Vat ' .Colb y'•JQ$$ 0
offer
gradu
ates
the opportunity: to travel
lege by J oel Horn , : 1977 ' graduate ;-yi^o2;y 22
«».
and
study
abroad.
has studied overseas as a 'Wats on¦vFellbiv ^ . .; 2.
Horn
majored
in
economics
but his
•;- He spent last year doing a>;phbtbg rap hi c^ ayocation is p hotograph y,
As
president
survey , of the . • wildflowers ;, anCpljfcn t^;^.' y|;} of the college's Photography Club
, he
of New Zealand.. -2 2- 2 y ?x $; $$$§i '(%3
made
thie
organiz
ation
,
one
of
.
the more
:.; Horn 's' presentati on• at : ' 7^jp ^m.CFitiday; v 2j 2 acti ye^ ohl cahipus. ^ ¦ '¦
' ; i ''.
'
in¦
Oct,;,6;. . Given-Auditbriuni ^ll^
2, • !• HC ; also was
photographer for .th e
in ;s pectacularfa&ib n vth e^res^^^
collece's drama club.
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included Acting USM President Ken
neth W. Allen, " Chairman of the
University of Maine Francis Brown,
and 'Colby College President Robert
E.L. Strider.

Eight Die in Poland Plane Crash
Eight Navy fliers from the Brunswick Naval Air Station died when
their P3 Orion plane exploded in
mid-air and crashed near Poland .Me.,
Sept.22.
Th e cra sh , which occurred at about
12:30 p.m., was the third involving
a Brunswick-based Orion in the
past year. Twenty fliers died in two
separate crashes in the Canary Islands last December and off the
Azores in April.
Naval investigators are examining
the wreckage left from the Poland
crash in an attempt to .'determine
the cause which, like in the other
two crashes, is still a mystery.

"Chip "Carter and Ted Kennedy in Maine
Campaign visitors to Maine for
the Democratic cause reqently have
included President Carter's son James
Earl "Chip"' Carter and Senator Edward Kennedy.
v
Chi p toured Somerset County
Sept.24 with Secretary of State
Markham Gartley, a Congressional
candidate, and-various other Democratic candidates for county and
'
legislative office. ¦ .
y ;.-Si?n^;Kermedy""visited: ' the'' AridrbsjMj^in'.^j inty§ D emocratic Fair
§ept£3.<£ ,tb|giye Iris support to
W^iiriiftHatiiaw^y 's bid for Congress.

Harold Wilson Speaks at U.
of Southern Maine
GORHAM-Former British Prime- Min
ister Harold Wilson won a standing
ovation as principal speaker at the
100th birthday party of the University of Southern Maine at Gotham Sept.28.
Wilson stressed the importance of
knowing the past, a- theme he illustrated with-his personal .anecdotes
about the great Brithish and Am- erican leaders < he has known.
Other speakers at the celebration

._. .

"Year^J::|_,diigley M to have
Swond^Pitiiiting
AUGUSTA - Thb first run of
"The Year of the Longley, "a critical' biography-of Gov. James v B.
Longley, has been sold out, prompt- y
ing a second printing of another
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Logging Companies Ordered To
Clean River
The Kennebec Log Driving Co.,
Scott Paper Co., and Hudson Pulp
and Paper Co. will have to remove
sunken pul pwood from the Kennebec
River and pay for an ecological
study of the river, the recent final
judgement in a suit filed by the...
United States against the three companies said.
Log driving from Maine forests
to paper mills was banned by a
state law in the fall of 1976.
Submerged logs in three former
"holding areas of " of Wyman
Lake,' Indian Pond, and in the river
near Solon, will be the first targets of the clean-up.
A study by the Army Corps of '
Engineers may determine' other
areas where sunken logs- constitute •
hazards to. navigation.

by Bruce Br own
Although our college is situated,
roughly, in the middle of one of
the biggest hunting,,fishing, boating,
hiking, camping (and other things
outdoorish ) areas of the world, not
everybody takes advantage of this
opportunity. While exploring this
vacatibnland, it did not take long
to discover the 'reason: College
students today do not understand the hunting and fishing
language.
v
In an effort to educate one segment of society, here are a few
hunting and fishing terms and their
English translation.
A brace of ducks—An inferior
supporting device. Braces should be
made of steel, teakwood, or aluminum, not birds. , '.
Drawing a bead on an'elk-T-A
difficult artistic endeavor. 'First , you

''
¦
>
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Longley has called the book
written by former reporter Willis
Johnson,"more' fiction than fact,"
and has denied the book's statement that he sought an endorsement from former Gov. Kenneth
Curtis for governor.
Longley said neither he nor Cur
tis has read the book.
A brief attempt to remove the
book from newstands in the state
office building was reported last
week, though John P. O'Sullivan,
Longley's commissioner of finance
and administration, denied that he
ordered the book removed.
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WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
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have to train an elk to hold still, -2
thton you Jhaye ; tbf find a-vfeltrtip peri
that won 't smudge.
..' <2- .2 2. :,;>', ,
;. Flushing a covey of partridger-J arn notS certain what; this means,
b\it it doesn't .sound like - - a; very' 2) 2
wise; thing to ' do. However,' if; you :
1
wish to risk the , wrath of 13 and ;'Gi
I supposed it keeps ,^Rptd-Rooter ;
happy. ¦ ' . ¦'

;, ' i' ; ' < ¦ ' '; •: ¦ ' : ', ;.; / ¦, 2.,. '; y y ¦' , '' ¦

. Roughing it~~Th cw huni.in^;lbdgft ;;
doesn't have color television; '•' 2-2 ;• - ,

"Vermont
Green "
A. P. Reported -Researchers
at 'the University of Vermont want
to explore the effects of marijuana
and alchohol use in a setting that
comes as close to normal .as possible.
That means choosing a group of students, putting them in a laboratory made
to look like an apartment, providing
them with government-supplied marijuana and serving them wine.
Rather than being handed a pre- - J
scribed dose, the students will be asked to
smoke or drink enough to reach, their
normal "social high."
. Scientists say they hope the result of
the tests will be a reliable assessment of
how people perform tasks, perceive time,
remember information and behave under
the influence.
Richard Musty, chairman- of the UVM
Psychology Department, will run the
tightly supervised experiment. The tests
are slated to begin in January, after
more than 18 months of preparation.
Musty says the students' legal and
personal safety has been guaranteed
for the experiment. He says the tests
have been sanctioned by the University
and at* least two federal agencies, and
will be scrutinized by a doctor. The ,
experiment is being funded through the
Public Health Service.-

JttuL
Colby
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Hoist down the mizzenpoop— This
is not a hunting or fishing term, I
don 't know how it got in here.
Got my limit in less than , an
hour—A boast usually uttered by
an angler who spent 12 hours on *
a lake without catching any fish * so
he bought two pounds of frozen
cod filets at the supermarket.
A herd of pharging buffalo— '
Bank-Americard is letting just
anyone , sign-up.
, Javehna hunting— 1 must ad- / s
mit that this-orie confuses me. I
assume that "javelina" is a
Spanish-speaking female javelin
(like in "scnor/senora"), but I don't understand why anyone would hunt a javelin. They are extremely hard to catch
and I can't beleive they taste good.
I don 't really care that much about
the hunting itselft it's the exercise and
fresh air- 1 like • he didn 't get anything.
What was I supposed to do? It was
dark and this wild animal came at me,
nostrils flaring and breathing fire. I had
to protect myself - He just shot a cow.,
In order to rectif y this language
barrier I have joined Colby '? Outing
Club. Our first outing is next week,
we are going to shoot some bird ies... " ,
i
with nine-irons,
' l "'
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Health
Associates
Education
A Major
Concern
<*»

by Allison Brad ley
by Nancy Bodwell

Oct. 11

graphica l situation in which they . are ,.
working. . . .
J ane began 1 her health associate 's training in Seatt le work ing in an emergency
room , and . finished at Northeastern
earl y in 1978. Part of her training included five rotational internships , two of
which she did in the Waterville area ; one
in the pediatric s -department at Setori and
the other in the emergency room at
Thayer. She liked th e area and desper ately wanted to get out of the city, so
she app lied for the job at Colby.
J ane is now becoming aware of the par
ticular needs of Colby students. She feels
stron gly about the importance . of women 's
health care , but does not want to concentrate solely on women. Havi ng been involved in the politi cs of medical care and
''
informatio n, J ane feels . that healt h educa tion for both men and women is the most
important area of concern. She states th at
she wants to "educate people^ about their
own bodies ," arid she feels that this is
th e key to making people feel more responsible for their own health . In a way,
she sees her job at Colby as. a ch allenge
by pr oviding an "opp ort unity to teach
people about basic anatomy and. physiology " because she believes that peop le,
"tr eat their bodies like cars and take them
to the . shop when they need to be fixed ,
rath er than learning about themselve s to
help them selves."
According to J ane , "physical illness is a
reflection of what is going on in people 's
minds ," and she feels that if people become more knowled geable about their „
bodies , they would become incr easingly
aware of the how , what , and why of illness. One basic part of this awareness is
in realizing the "imp ortance of lifestyl e...
and tha t tensions and diet ,- for example ,
are very related to the way one feels
physically. "
J ane has planned a series of workshops
in health educa tio n area s. These will be
held on Wednesday nights from seven to
nine p.m., and the top ics will be birth
control , venereal disease, rape , alcohol
and drugs , and women 's health. The format of each workshop will be a presentation followed by questions , answers , and
experience sharin g, which she feels contributes to the sense that " you aren 't so
Dana Loun ge
Birth Contr ol

Oct. 18,

Alcohol * Dru gs Leonard Lounge

If ' you have , not heard alread y, Colby ' .
does have a new health associate in the
person of Ms. J ane Schwartz . . For many
people, this revelation doesn't: produce
any earth -shattering effects and is just
another addition to the staff , while for
others it is the culmination of many years
of discussion , debate and argument , plus
a good measure of committee , work. But
that is in the past , and now it is time to
find , out what she wants to do at Colby
and a little more about her.
jane did not have childhood drea ms of
becoming a doctor: She graduated from
^
B.U, as an art major and , she says; "I
reall y th ought I was going to be a pamt er-a good one." But , after travelling for
a year . in . Europe; North Africa , and Asia,
she came back to Boston and began work ing with a Crisis Tnterveritiori Counseling ;
Unit. "We worked with a hot line system
and used a mobile van to get to peop le."
But there were a great number of overdoses, and the advanced first aid training
of the workers was of little use without i
any medical ; equipment. Working as a, collective, J ane and the ; group got a federal ,
grant , and used ' it "to buy an ambularice
and get Emergency Medi cal Technician
tr aining to handle the great number of
medic al cases which we were receiving. " ~
During her. two years.with the Crisis ,
Unit , J an e became interested in the physicians assistants profession; -a relativel y
new medical area. The discipline began in
response to the needs of rural districts ,
wher e fully tra iried doctors are in short "
supp ly. Also, medics returning from service wanted to remain in the pro fession "
but did not have tbe necessary tra ining to
¦
qualify ' as ¦ doctors ; ' - ', 2% : y . . ' ¦ ' ¦ • ' ,_ ' ' ;. . ' ;; ' v . .
The cbmbiria tion of these two factors
has ; hclped to define the goal bf the physician 's assistant professi on as one of training people who have had experience in a '
health field {such as ¦EMT , nurses 'and ;
therapists), but who hive not had tlie
clinical training in medical school. In ef- .
feet , assistan ts learn about the "standard "
diseases which make up the majority of
the cases. In some cases, they can prescribe medications , bu t they arc always responsible to a par ticular doctor , and t he
au t onomy t hey maint ain is "dependen t on
t he physician 's discre tion and the geo- *

, , Oct. ,25 *
> Nov.. 1
Nov. 8

Rape
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. Foss/Woodmon Loun ge

Venereal Diseases Cobur n Loun ge
Women's Health

Dana Lounge
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You 've heard of the "Iro n Curtain "
and the "Bamboo Curtain " but did you
know that second and third floor. Averill
boasts of the "Bathroom Stall Curtains?"
From talks with H.R. Becky Rogers and
two Averill . residents I have been reassured
that this will not seriousl y effect diplomatic relations between Colby and
Averill.
When I asked Becky what student
reaction to the use of shower curtains
instead of doors in the bathrooms , is,
she said , "I haven 't heard much complaint
about it but it's probabl y not the most
popular thing they 've done here. "
I spoke to two students on the
floors in question. One said , "No one
reall y cares but you'd think with the
price of tuition they could at least-give
us bathroom doors. People have fun with
it," she said. "They knock on ' th e curtains. You have to remember to keep your
feet stuck out so peop le kn ow you 're in .
there. " She was more concerned- by .;:
th e fact ; that during the first four , weeks ;
of school the sinks;were clogged up. '. . 2 .
; ¦ ' I disturbed one other girl sitting in
her rborn study ing. The curtains in ithe •:
bathroom , I- suspect, disturb ed, her far
less; than my inquiry. No hot-bed of revolution or student unrest could be detected ; One girl expressed the opinion th at perhaps because the inhabitants are
lar gely freshmen , they just don 't know
any bett er. Pecky Rogers says that to the
best of her knowledge no plans have been
made to change the bath room conditions.

different from other people who have the
same problems. " She state s that there will
be more works hops planned for the future ,
but she stresses that she "would like a lot
of feedback about health education and
counseling so I know what peop le want. '"
ane is also available at sick call for basic
medical care as well as gyn. exams, and
can be seen with an afternoon appointment for various aspects of health counselling.
J ane has used her medical skills in combination with her desire to travel. This
summer , she decided to go to India to
work in a clinic run by Indian doctors
and staffed with American aides. She was
working on a bus fitted with medical
equipment which travelled to areas where
there were no care facilities at all, and
was amazed tb find that most of the
people "had never seen . medical equip- ,
ment nor had had . tr eatment iri their lives.
These people never travelled furth er than
a ten mile radius from where they were
born , and I realized the extent to which
people are trapped by the circumstances in
which they live."
She then spent the rest of her. summer
tr avelling throught Kashmir and Nepal on
h er own , but she spoke of the comraderie
of p eople wh o ar e "on t he road" and
how easy though necessary it is to meet
people when "you begin to travel on
your own-if they spoke English , then we
became friends. "
For now Colby is a far piece from a
clinic in India , but it is appar ent that she
plans to get as much out of being at
Colby and in Maine as any other place.
She-has a lot to offer besides medical
service , and I encourage everyon e, t o make
her feel welcome. "¦ '
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Mohel Hop es For
A New Budg et
.

by Frank Harding

by Tom Stall

Last Monday, at the Executive committee meetirig of the Stu-A, Sid Mohel, Executive Chairperson, announced there was .
a good chance of receiving a budget increase for the next school year. This would
be the first budget increase in "approximately five years," according to Mohel.
Presently the Stu-A receives a flat
82,000 dollars, even though the , student
population has risen in the last five
years.
Mohel also expressed his thanks to
Gerret White, Social Life Chairperson,
and his committee for producing the
Earl Hines Jazz Concert at the Opera
House last weekend.
Each chairperson then gave his commit
tee report.
Social Life Chairperson, Gerret White,
announced that there would be a Medieval Weekend meeting at 6:30 on Thursday in Smith Lounge in Runnals.
Cultural Life Chairperson, Sav Zembillas, reported the total cost of the symposium two weekends ago; it was 4,900
dollars and not 6,000 dollars as previously believed. His total budget for the
year is $24,000. This breaks down to
$15,000 appropriated from Stu-A and
another $9,000 received through returns.
He wished to express that it is his job
to spend the money to promote the cul-

Course
Evaluation
Last week, eleven members of the
Academic Life Committee visited dif- ferent Departments and sought permission to view the Course Evaluation '
forms distributed to all students last
semester.
The committee intends , according to
Larry Branya n , Academic Life Chairperson, to " establish a Dir ectory of
Course Evaluations . to benefit all students,[especiall y Freshmen an d Sophomores j although eventually we hope to
make it a comprehensive directory to
benefi t Seniors and Juniors as well."
Ine Committee members reported that
the Department Chairmen were not
enthusiastic about the idea and , refused ¦
to part with the evaluation forms.
The Academic Life Com mittee, as
an alternative to study ing Course Ev- .
aluatibn forms; hopes to circulate
an ^original questionnaire to ., ';;¦ 2
ascertain studen t opinion about various courses;. .'"'¦'". Y'
Larry Branyan insisted that "Our
purpose is not to alienate the Faculty,
nor are we interested in muckraking,
Our aim is to help/students choose

tural life on the campus and not to make
money.
Larry Branyan, Academic Life Cahirperson, announced that course evaluations
would be sent out to students concerning
past professors through the dorm 'staff ,
and that the evaluations would be compiled and distributed to the students.
Treasurer Cheri Bailey said that the
budgets were trickling in and that she
and her committee were going over them.
They, will begin reviewing student organization budgets on Tuesday at 8:00p.m.
She also announced the five members
of her board : Gayle Amato, Dan Lavoie,
Mark Hubbart, Jim Zendman, Peter Green
berjg, and secretary Glen Coral.
Scott Lehigh, Public Information Chairperson, announced that the minutes of
the Representative Assembly would be
.posted in all the dorms. He also wished
to point out that if a Representative
misses 3 consecutive meetings then a letter will be sent to the dorm staff telling
them that the dorm is entitled to a .new .
dorm representative. Also, he wished to
thank Rhonda Htoo for printing up the
new Stu-A announcement signs.
Finally, the constitutions of the Soccer
club and the Colby Eight club were approved by the board, thus entitling them
to Stu-A funds.
courses more suited to their level of
ability and degree of interest."
Now that ,the preliminary ground
work has been done,.Larry hopes to .
complete; the project by next January

If you've ever wondered what was .
or wished
that
happening inside Stu-.^
the swdent's opinions were heard by ,
the Executive Board, then what you
need is a group of people to keep information flowing smoothly around
campus. Well, that already exists in the
Representative Assembly.
Scott Lehigh, who heads , the Assembly through his position as Stu-A's Public
Public Information Chairperson, describes the group'as "a reciprocating
information bod y. We keep the Executive Board.informed on student opinions on issues around campus; and at
the same time let the students know
what Stu-A is doing."
The Assembly has not always been
seen as just an informational service,
however. Soon after its formation last
February, the YAssembly, feeling they
were representing the students' opinions, voted ttxbring charges against two
students accusedXof embezzling Stu-A

Committee Members Neede d
There are openings for student representatives on the following college,committees:
Admissions, Athletics, Bookstore, Financial
Aid, Financial Priorities, Foreign Study and
Student Exchange Programs, Rights and Rules,
and Senior Scholars. The following is a brief
description of the functions of each committee, if you are interested in any of the committees please designate which committee, and
contact Dwight D. Darrow,. Box 352.
Interviews will be scheduled for you.
ADMISSIONS - 4 students
The committeeis responsible for recommend
ing and reviewing admission policies; members
are available to the Admissions Office for consultation, advice, and support f or special
cases of admission and other issues.'"
ATHLETICS- 3 students
? Discusses matters of athletic policy.

Crossword on page 9

funds. In what. Lehigh feels was a
"narrow interpretation" of the Assem- ; bly's charter, the Student Judiciary 2 . ' t
declined to hear the case on thei! ; .
grounds that it was; riot the Assembly's function to follow through stu- dent opinions in this manner; Although ,«. '. :
the case was later heard when charges,
were brought independently, the decision left the Assembly with a res?
;.,, Y^_ Y; ' .;•; ' ;:
tricted function. ;.;
Now Lehigh is left with a greater '
problem-attendance at meetings is
falling off. Lehigh.exp lained that '"it's
not a lack of interest but a . lack of • . •
issues." Apparently there are not enough
issues at Colby -to keep the representa- tives involved with their jobs. To counter this problem, Lehigh plans a series "
of guest speakers at the Assembly
meetings. Speakers such as Dean Smith
will be asked to come sp-the representatives" can ask them questions and let
their fellow students know about
issues not always generated by Stu-A.
Lehigh has no plans to. look for a
larger function for the Assembly because
as he says, "there really isn't a place
for it since the function of Stu-A and
the Executive Board is largely one of
funding, there isn't anything more the
Assembly could do." Until the possibility of a'- larger function appears; Lehigh says he plans to "play it by ear"
and to continue to wait until the big _
issues come up. .

BOOKSTORE - 3 students .
Recommends to the book store manager
books, other than ..textbooks, which should be
available for student purchase.
FINANCIAL AID - 4 students : ¦ ..
Recommends and reviewsfinancial aid policy

FOREIGN STUDY AND STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS- 4 students
Evaluates all applications from students wishing to study for credit at foreign institutions;
supervises student exchange programs that
Colby has established.
RIGHTS AND RULES - 5 students
Proposes non-academicrules concerning student conduct and makes recommendations!oh.
nonacademic rules proposed by others to the
President. Reviewsall non-academic rules and
regulations concerning student conduct, and
proposes changes in existing rules, regulations,
and judicial procedum tb the President. No
judicial function is served by this committee.
SENIOR SCHOLARS - l^student ¦
Involved in the selection process of, Senior
Scholais. Semor Scholars do independent
study worth 12 credits in their senior year.

Assembl y

The first meeting of the Student RepAssembly^ was held :Sunday,
FINANCIAL PRIORITIES - 3 students
sentative
re
¦
Examines the financial status of Colby.
October '% 1978. at Second Floor Rb^ :;.•.
berts. Attendance was sparse; the^ Representatives from Dana, KDR , W9°dman ,
PDTi Mary Low; Tayiori PLP, Leonard,,
and .TDP, as well as 'two from Foss were
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Enviro nmenta l
Voice

Fulfillment—
THe Colby
Way

By Mike Donihue -

The Environmental Council
here at Colby is alive and thriving
again. This year we're determined
to provide a voice for the Colby
community in environmental issues
in Maine and New England.

by Margaret Saunders

we don't have a key for you. Come
back next week,..we'll have one made.
The person who had this box last year
didn't turn the key in."
So there I was, back to waiting impatiently, tapping my fingers on the outside of the box, looking in. The next
Monday was to prove even worse. When
f raced to Roberts after my 9:30 class,
no one was in the mailroom. A group of
bewildered students were standing around
in front of the door , murmuring to each
other. I sensed that they, too, were anxious to claim what was th eir's. So, gathering up my courage, I went and knocked
on the door of the post office. When I
explained my situation, with the most
painful expression on my face, and the
crowd of other bewildered people around
me, I was told in an abrupt tone of voice
that I could pick up my key any time
form 9:30 to 10:30; It was now 10:30,
and the mail room was closed. Then the
door slammed in my face.
Stunned, I wandered around that
day, trying to figure out what to do.That night, I made plans. I had a 9:30
class every day that "week. I considered
skipping a class, but since courses had
just recently started, I ruled . that but as
impractical. Instead ,,,I would sit in the
back of my class, and as soon as the prof
stopped talking, :at ; 10:20, I would zoom
,
down-to the union. ¦
.1 put on my running shoes the next
day, went to class, and spent the whole
time planning my escape; When I arrived
breathless, at Roberts, no one was to be
found in the mailroom. So I walked right
up to the post office and demainded my
key. After hearing my story, the man . behind t he d esk said, "I don 't know why
someone told you we didn't have your
key. We have it right here." And after
I'd signed all t he proper forms, he placed
the shiny key in my sweaty palm. At
last! I ran to my box, inserted the key and lo and behold, it opened! Iquickly
withdrew the mail that had been sitting
t here for three days, gazed into the empty
box, then shut it once more.
So, finally, I have been fulfilled. I
have my very own mailbox, and even a
key to that . box. Graduating will be a
breeze after this.

When I returned home after a year
and a summer on Junior Year Abroad ,
I discovered a letter from Colby College
sitting on my coffee table. Believing it
to be of some moment, I ripped , open
the envelope. Then I read "Each Colby
student is assigned an individual mail box
in Roberts Union.'' joy of all joys! "It
;
will' streamline the entire mail; operation
if you give all- potential correspondents
your box number; and change .subscriptions to reflect this information." "Potential Correspondents" - 1 like that phrase
To think of all the times I've stared into ,
an empty^-mailbox,i waiting -for my "potential correspondents" to live up to
their'potential. ^
I continued reading, "You will
retain the same box number until you
leave Colby by graduation, leaver or with
drawal." Either way they put it . the
process of "leaving" Colby sounded ominous.... But the most exciting p iece of
information in the whole letter, the culmination of so many hopes arid dreams,
was to be found in the final sentence,
"Your very own postal box number is
1322. " My very own . postal box. After ,
two years of temporary boxes, I now
had my very own. What a way to finish
my years at Colby - in perfect stylej Y Y
- 1 hastily prepared for ;school, throwing books, records, arid stereo equipment
into boxes, along With other essentials.
I tried to plan out my courses and schedule, but my thoughts kept drifting back :
to that vision in niy mirid...Y My very
own postal box. Y
As soon as I arrived ori campus, I
ran into the renovated Union to search Y
for what was mine. I picked out the
numbers and st ood there gazing t hrough:
the window into the little spot that was
to be my very owri. Unfortunately, keys
weren't being handed out for a couple
of days, so, I waited around impatiently,
occasionally checking niy box to make
sure, it was o.k. The day keys were to be
handed out, you can be sure I was there
bright and early.. But when Icarefully
repeated rny. box number to the
person in charge of keys, he shook his
head sadly. "I'm sorry," he said, as my
heart sank down into my stomach, "but
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The purpose of the CEC .
is to inform the campus as to these
issues not only in an environmental .
context, but also in the politics
and economics that are integral
to them. We accomplish this chiefly
by bringing lecturers to the campus.
We 've already had one excellent lecture
on Maine's Critical Areas and also
heard from some of Colby's own
students who participated in the
protest at Seabrook this, summer. Probably the " most popular
issue in Maine right now is the
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project.
It currentl y stands in a holding pattern
awaiting Gov. Longley's decision on
the project. . 'The Maine Times" >
reports that recent cost/benefit
studies conclude that the project
should be abandoned on economic
grounds alone however. .
Another pressing iissue. in the
State concerns the Penobscot River.
There is a Federal Proposal to "•
designate . it as a Wild and Scenic
River. Debate on the proposal comes
from private interests, largely paper
companies, who own land; in the
area and are arguing for alternative
uses of the River.
Closer to home, Runnals Hill
here at Colby has undergone serine
startling changes over the summer.
It appears someone drove a bulldozer
through the trees on the far side of
the. hill in the early summer virtually
destroying the Outing Club's ski

The CEC offers a variety of
programs which every one can get
involved in. This Sat., Oct , 7th
at 9:00 am we're going to clean
up the trash in and around Johnson
Pond, a proposal initiated by Jeff
Russell. Sun. afternoons the CEC
room on the second floor of Robert's
is open for people to come in and
redeem their bottles. The CEC
obtained its license last year as a
redemption center so now, rather
than taking your bottles downtown
they can be redeemed right here
on campus (but don't take them
from the SPA, please.) Newspaper
recycling is another CEC sponsored
project. Metal boxes for newspapers'
are located in each dorm and in Eustis.
On Thurs., Oct. 12th Professors
Tietenberg and Todrank will conduct
an informal debate at 7:30 pm in
Sturtevant Lounge-the topic is
"Strategies for Environmental Survival."
The following afternoon , Oct. 13th,
is the famous cidering party at
Professor Hogendom's. Everybody is
invited to help make cider and drink
some of last year's crop ("the best
vintage to date...") We need people
to drive cars so speak to Prof.
Hogendorn or one of the CEC officers ar
let us know how many your car holds.

For a short time only ,
Dunham's of Maine offers
' • laundered Hathaway B-Lot ,
shirtings, originally priced from
$17.50 to $30.00 for only
$2.50 or $3.50. We suggest ;
you shop early for the best - .g;
selection; our: customer^YbiMll
them .by the ^ arMbadlY' ^lsIfl
,
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trails in the .area,.Jlherc has been
some talk of a skidder on the hill
this summer and some cutting was
also done around tha water tower.
The amount of wood taken, would
seem-not to justify any commercial purpose, but because of it .a major
clean-up will now be necessary bef ore
the snow falls to make the trails useable again. President Strider,
who was unaware - of the action,
has promised tb investigate it and
we should have an answer this week.
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Off To
Big Star t
The Outing dub is off to an
active start this year with a lot
ot tnps out already. Before school
Started, there was a week-long'trail
maintainance trip to Colb y's section
of the Appalachian Tradr other
trips have been going to the coast,
Katahdm, and rockchmbing at Acadia and in the White Mountains
Upcoming events to look for are
a- trail maintainance trip the weekend
of Oct.14-15, and also- a contradance Saturday night , Oct.14 at 8pm
m Roberts Loft. Pine Hill String
Band, will be playing, and everyone is welcome to come and have
a good time, no experience is
necessary. Admission is 50 cents for
members and 75 cents for nonmembers.
On Wed. Oct.18, at 7 00 in
Lovejoy 215, a representative from
Dartmouth Outward Bound will be
coming to show a fdm and talk
about the Jan Plan course they
offer. If you're looking for an
exciting and unforgettable Jan Plan
involving winter camping, snowshoemg,
and ski-tounng, or if you are interested in hearing more about Outward Bound, be sure to be there
On Nov II and 12, tne Outing
Club is holding a Mountain Medicine
Clinic, a two-day course in first-aid
and mountain safety technique. The
course is taught by Greg Betts, an
Emergency Medical Technician who has
worked With the Appalachian Mountain Club The cost of the course
will be $10.00 and space is limited
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so sign 'up soon on the bulletin
-.. - board "outside the" COG room. " The
^ ^ money for the 'course must "be paid _.
by Oct. 26, in the COC room or
t to Kathy Xehoe. -, If you aren 't^a- member yet,c you "
can join the Outing Club by paying
$5.00 for the year, in the COC room
- on first floor Roberts. Room hours
, are Mon.-Fn.Mj>m, and Mon-Thurs.
tf . 30-7-30. Membership allows you to
take out equipment for- 2 days or
the weekend witb a one-dollar dey and gives you a discount on
posit
,.
¦•
admission to contradances
Katahdm Councd meetings are
held every Sunday night at 6:30
in the COC room, and all members
are encouraged to attend . Also, anyone is encouraged to lead trips, just
come to the Sunday night meeting
or talk to one of the officers at
least a week in advance.
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WATERVILLE, Maine-Robert W.
Pullen, Administrative Vice-President of
Colb y College, has been elected to the
Post Secondary Education Commission
of Maine.
Established by statute in 1975,
the group presents to the governor
and legislature an annual report on the
status of higher education in the state.
Pullen was also named to serve on
the Higher Education Council, an
organization having representatives from
each post-secondary institution in the
_
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They have; expanded from 2 to 8 trips
this year -and there is a good possibility of expansion next year as well. The
trips introduce newcomers at Colby to
the beautiful land that surrounds them
in Maine. They also are introduced to
Coby life before they have to tackle it
here on campus with 400 . other people.
In addition, the trips offer a relaxed way
to begin the acadeiriic year - for upperclassmen as well as for new students.
Each trip consists of 12 people 9 new students, 2 student leaders and
a faculty of administrative person. New
student leaders are needed every year

state.

Pullen was appointed to his present
Colb y post m 1973 after 28 years as
a member and then as chairman of the
economics department.
The Danforth native was graduated
cum laude from the college and has
a doctorate from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Among other distinctions, he has
served on the truth-in-lending
advisory committee to the Federal
Reserve System.
A

for the expanding, program in which
there are niariy opportunities for Colby , .
students. Those interested should watch ;
for signs in the luring: when, leadership
positions are being filled.
For all those who participated iri
^ activities this, year, there will be
COOT
a . meeting on Thurs. Oct. 5 at 6:30 on
the second floor -of , Roberts - the Smith.HurdYand Robbins rooms, there will be ,
slides and elections for next years planning
committee, come see slides of all the .
trips and get involved in planning riejct
years trips. Bring any slides you have
from your trip and your COOT evaluations if you haven't already returned
them. Think, about people you'd like to
see planning next years trips and get
yourself involved. '
See you on Oct. 5!!
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Freshmen Omentation

This fall you may have noticed a
substantial number of freshmen on campus who don't have that starry-eyed, lost
look which is so typical of the freshmen
class. This year 75 new students (including transfers) participated in the fall COOT
trips.
Eight trips included hiking, biking,
canoeing and a new COOT experience on
the Maine coast. Everyone enjoyed themselves while getting to know Colby on a
less intense basis. Some people came back
.with beautiful tans, others with treasured
: stbries from Uncle Remus, and others with
blistering heels and asphalt burns. But
all came back to Colby a little less afraid
of: that ivory tower on Mayflower Hill and
very : miuch a part of Maine's outdoors.
Just ask any of the people wearing white
T-shirts with the COOT emblem how they
liked tne trip - their enthusiasm is bound
to be contagious.
Y this is the fourth year the COOT
orientation trips have been operating.
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• SEE SALE S REP' Russ Brewer , Robins
• 102, for free cat alogu e of the complete
• Radio Shack line.
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Parents Weekend
October 13 -15 , 1978

The Parent's Weekend Welcome Head- r

8:00 p.m.

quarters iri the Museum Lobby of the
Bixler Center.will be open from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on Friday, and frorii 8:30
served tickets should be picked up there.
Friday, October 13

^

Women 's Varsity Ten-

3:00 p.m.

nis: Colby versus U.M.
Presque Isle

4:0b p.m.
Dedication Ceremony :
. ' . ,- ' .- ¦ The Seeley G. Mudd Science Building
Given Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
"Gqlumbus" by Michel
,. .. . de Ghelderode, directed
¦
•
by Richard Sewell « .- :
Strider Theater
Saturday, October .14 '
9:00 a.iri.
.

9:45 a.m.
.... , .
10:30 and
11:00 a.m.,
1:00 p.m.

11:30 to
1:15 p.m.

President s R eception
for parents, faculty and
- students (coffee and dough
nuts) ;

4:00 p.m.
'.
5:00 to
6:30 p.m.

10:15 p.m.

"Columbus "
(see Friday, evening)

Museum of- Art

. President's Report to
Y parents
..¦; ¦
. Given Auditorium
Tours: Seeley G. Mudd
Science Building, GarrisonFoster Health Center, and
Performing^ Arts Complex
(guides will begin tours at
these hours)
Luncheon
(no charge)

Varsity Football: Colby
versus Hamilton >
Dean of Students Reception . for parents, facul
ty and; students
Roberts - Union , Second
' Flopr ' :,; .
Parent's Weekend Spe1cial Buffet ($5.20 per
person) no charge for students who eat- on campus)

• Hand icap

Continued from page \_
$50,000 has been set aside in this
y ear 's budget. .
The first priority in' renovation is
aiding the handicapped whb are not
mobile. They will pr obably attend "
classes in designated first floor Classrooms.
Colby has begun complying with the
law in terms of plan's, but not in terms
of physical work. Most of the renovations will not .be major, such as eliminating curbs at cross-walks. The major
problems will be the library and LoveJ?Z:. Th ? n?vvjVludd_ building has already
been adapted to the needs of theliandlcapped, so some of the work has been
eliminated. Physical work on the pro- :
ject has not yet beguni because the new
science build ing has not been completed. Work is expected to begin this .
winter.
_ A t r anscript of the specific types of
chang es that are "to blTmade was" submitted last December 3; however,

Foss Hall

Sunday, October 15
9:30 a.m.

Catholic Mass
Lorimer. Chapel

11:00 am.

Morning Worship
Lorimer Chapel

2:00 p.m.

"Warm Angel"
,.
(see Saturday evening)

'¦ /-; • '

Noon
¦ " ¦.;¦¦; .;:.' 2Y" Varsity Soccer: Colby
versus Clark
. • 2.
1:30 p.m.

Open House and
Dance

Dinner Tickets
Students who live off campus are
invited to join their parents for the
luncheon (at no charge). If these students wish to join their parents for
the buffet , however, the charge will
be $5.20. Students should check with
their parents to see-if reservations
have already been made for them.
Tickets may be obtained at . the A1- .
umni Relations Office, located behind
the, tennis courts,' between 8:30 am
and 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday

Theater tickets can be purchased
on a first come, first serve basis for
the weekend performances. If you
would like to reserve tickets ,, they
may be purchased at the performances
on Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
Please note that there will be two .
performances on Saturday evening.

Send NOW for this FREE,catalog.
(offer expire s Dec. 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396,Los Angeles,CA. 90073

Continued from page 1
Oct. 1 - Brochure describing group
Jan Plans available.
Oct. 9 - Registration for Jan Plan
starts.
Oct./30 - Final deadline for submitting Jan Plan proposals.

41 Core y

M usic Center
• "E VER YTHIN G IN M USIC "
.99 Main St.
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] Colby checks no problem

Theat er Tickets

Page Seven
the second deadline of June 30 was
not met. Most colleges have not met ;
either deadline because of the amount
of organization and work involved.
Broekhuizen predicted, though, that the
federal deadline of 1981 will be extended due to the quantity of work
involved at colleges and universities.
Broekhuizen said the renovation project was designed mainly to comply
with the new law, and not to. encourage handicapped students to attend
Colby. "There are lots of other places
in New England; and across the country
that better suit the heeds of the handicapped."

¦ ¦ ¦ , ¦ ¦ .. . ¦¦ ¦*

Dana Professor Jean Bundy
will deliver the Dana-Bixler Lecture
tonight at 8 in Given Auditorium. The subject of his speech is
"The Future of Liberal Arts Education
in America."
j

8:00 p.m. - Concert b y student
groups
;
Given Auditorium
~
8:45 to

¦;. • . -: ¦
; - r : *2 :¦

Daiia-B iider

"Warm Angel" a drama
written and directed by
David Surette, *79
Strider Theater y .

midnight
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Fieldbouse

MealHon rs
Mon.-Fri .

I

,

Roberts

7:00 - 9:30
11.00 - 1:30"
4:30 - 7:00

Dana

7:00 - 9:30
11:00 - 1:30
4:30 - 6:30

FossWoodman

11:00 - 1:30
4:30 - ,6:30

J itney .
Infirmary run to hosp ital - 1:30 p.m.
Mon. - Sat .
*
Stops

Sat. & Sun.
Rob erts

8:00 - 10:00
12:00 - 1:00
4:45 - 6:00

Dana

FossWoodman

Chapel

8:00 - 10:00
12:00 - 1:00
4:45 - 6:00
•

Morning Worshi p: Sunday 11:00 a.m.,
Lorimer Chapel - Rev. Thorwa ldsen

¦

'
12:00- 1:00
4:45 ,- 6:00

Lan gua ge Lab
Mon.-Thurs.
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. - •
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri..8:30 a.m." -11:30 a.m.
Sat. Closed .
Sun. 1:00 p.m. -3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Spa/Pub
Spa: Mon. -Sat. 8:00 a.m. - . 1:00 a.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m.' - 10:30 p.m.
Pub: Mon.-Fri. 4:00 p.rp. - 1:00 p.m.
" Sat. 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m. - 1 0:30 p.m.

Inbound : 2:30 , 3:30 , 4:30 ,
7:30 , 8:30 , 9:30.
Outbound: 3:00 , 4:00 ,
5:00 , 8:00 , 9:00 , 10:00.
Inbou nd: Roberts ,Y.Ave;
rill , FW /Mary Low,' :. Coii: v '
• , course.
Outbound: Concourse , .
Colby Corner ,. Runnals ,
. Averill ^ Roberts.

-

Mass: "Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.,
Rose Cha pel - Father Cote
,,
Episcopal Holy Communion : Tuesday ^
5:15 p.m; Lorimer Chapel Loung e Father Glendinning
All other informatio n available from
the Chaplain 's office secretary , 8:30-12:00 ,.
1:00-4:30 , Taylor 103 , ext. 340.

Bixler Fine
Arts Library
Mon. -Thurs.

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Fri.

9:00 a.m. - 5: 00 p.m.

.Sat.
Sun.

9:00 a.m. - Noon . :
2:00 p.m. . - 5"i OT) p.m. 7:00 p.m. - 1 0:00 p.m.

Gymnasium and Squash Courts:
Mon. -Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
"Sun. 1:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Librar y

Squash Courts: Recreatio n hours
presentl y: M - F 3 :00 - 8:30.
Starting Nov. -1 - 3:00 - 4:00,
6.00 - 8:30.

. Mon. -Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Sat . 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Audio-Visual Service :
Mon.-Thurs . 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri.

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Sun.

6:00 p.mY- 9:00 p.m.

Pit : 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m :
/
Cub es -. 24 hours
Reference Desk:
Mpn. -Thurs. 9:00
1:00
•7:00
Fri.
9:00
. 1:00
Sun.
1:00
7:00

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

^

.
¦'

Coniputer

¦' • ¦ " ¦'. ¦
With a monitor: .
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Mon. -Thurs. 7:00 p.m ,. ' - i0:00 p.m.
Sat . - Closed
Sun. 1:30 p.m . - 4:30 p.m.
7:00. p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
No monitor:
Mon.-Thurs. 4:30 - 7:00
Sun. 4:30 - 7:00

Roberts
Roberts and Roberts Desk 8:00 a;m. 1:00 a.m.

Outdoor Fields: . .
Mon..-Fri. 8:00 . a:m. - 3.00 p.m
6)00 p.m. - dark ¦Sat. & Sun. All day except when games ¦ •
. -- - ¦- . • ' '
are scheduled!
. Ski Slope (seasonal)
Daily 1:00 p.m, : 4:00 p.m.
: 6:00 p;m. - 9:30 p.m.

Y

- 11:30 a.m.
- 4:00 p.m.
- 9:30 p.m.
-. 11:30 a.m.
- 4:00 p.m.
- 4:00 p.m.
- 9:30 p.m.

Note: All PE classes take priority.

:

• Skating Rink (opens Nov. 1) :-'
recreation
Mon. -Fri. 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Sat. 1:00 - 3:00
Sat. 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 pm. Y- 3:00 p.m and
7:00 p.m - 9:00 p.m^
' __ \ : _
Pool - recreation
¦¦ '" '
Presentl y: Y
Mon. -Fri. 10:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.mY - 5130 p.m. ;
v
Sun 1:00 p;m. - 8:30 p.m.
~
After Nov. 1: , .
, Mon. -Fri. 10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. . ' ..
6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

.

Post Office
Mon.-Fri. 10:00 a.ni ; - 11:15 a.m.
. 12:0Q p.m. - 3:00 p.ih.

Bookst ore
Mon.-Frit 8:30 a.m ; - 5:00 p.m.
Sat . 10:00 a.mY - 2:00 p.m. ;
- Sun. closed
%l#
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THEATRE
PREVIEW
Warm Ang el

By Vivian Bogdbnoff
; The "Dark Ages" in all its King Arthur, dragon-slaying, damsel in distress
glory will return to Colby on Saturday, ;
October 21st.
For one day, Roberts Union will be
transformed into a medieval courtyard ,
complete with Sword uf Stone .(to discover the true King - or Queen), Search
for the Holy Keg of Stout (clues given
in Old English verse), and Human Chess
(Faculty vs. Students directed by their
respective master-minds, pieces removed
,
by pie-ing.)
There will also be jousting, tug-of- ,
war, and costume competitions between dorms, frats, and individuals rewarded by numerous prizes. Those
interested should sign up outside Chris
Noonan's office in Roberts Union.
In addition, musicians, dancers, jugglers, and fire-eaters will be milling '
about providing live entertainment as
well as fortune tellers, fencers, singers,
and actors. Croquet, bowling, and
backgammon tournaments are scheduled, and such familar . games as pieeating contests, bottle-breaking booths,
and other activities of skill ( like
kissing booths) will go on during the
day. .

Columbus

There are tentative plans to turn the
Pub into The Boar's Head Tavern and
preparation is underway to prepare a
true Medieval feast with authentic
foods, spices, and mannerisms (i.e. no
eating utensils); Hopefully, Merlin the
Magician will make an appearance, and
the festivities will conclude with , a huge
bonfire. Y
The festival will be proceeded by two
Stu-A films. The first will be on Wednesday, Ocotber 18th when "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"
will be presented. On Friday, October
20th, "Monty Python and the Holy
Grail" will be featured , and will be ,
repeated on Saturday. During the
•.
;
week, there will be computer dating
available for all interested knights and
wenches searching- for. the perfect companion to share a cup of mead.
There is a lot to do to ensure the .
success ,of this festival and any and
all suggestions are welcomed. A short
meeting will be held on Thursday, ._
October 5th at 6:30 in Runnals Union
for those interested in assisting with any
of the various activites. Feel' free to
contact Gerrit White (872-2943), Sav
Zembillas (ext. 367), or Chris Noonan
(ext. 295) for more details.

by Lisa McDonough

and Brigitte Raquet

Two Pow der and Wig productions,

the year's first, will coin cide with
upperclassmen Parents' Weekend, Oct.
11-14.
"Columbus ," directed by Richard
Sewell, will be presented the 11th,
13th, and 14th at 8 p.m.
"Warm Angel," written and directed by Senior David Surette, will be
presented the 12th at 8 p.m. and
the 14th at 10:15 p.m.

__

W ritten by Belgian playwright
Michael de Ghelderode, "Columbus"
is a fanciful journey through the life
of Christopher Columbus.
Director Sewell called it,"the most
human of any of de Ghelderode's
plays." ¦;
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The Waterville Opera House was
bursting with energy last Friday night,
as Earl "Fatha" Hines^ and his band
thrilled an appreciative audience.
"Fatha" has been on the ja zz
scene since the 1920's and is regarded
as one of jaz z's top pianists. He has "
led bands which' have included players
such as Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, 'Charlie Parker"and many other
"big names" too numerous to list.
Mines ' experience was evident Friday in a' fine , display of technique
and musical vocabulary as he led his
band through ' classic jazz standards
and a few modern ' tunes, After beginning with a solo piano medley in
which he explored the. venerated "Tea
for -Two" and leading into a mildpassed ' swing with Wesley Brown on
bass and Ed' Graham on drums', the
mood of the evening , was set. Graham
was hot , per haps a bit too hot. He '
bounced on his stool as if he were a
volcano, about to erupt. W esley Brown
^ and steady thumpprovided big smiles
ing as well as a tasty introduction to
one tune. < '
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Then came Eric Schneider; on
alto saxophbiib; and; the: pot began to
boil. ForY;his>; second••',' song,, he switched to tHe ^teri qr; sax Yfpr "Tenor Mad' ¦<
ness", the; Sonny Rollins classic.
Schneider . played ; a sweet-toned clarinet
in this piece as welt. He .was fluent
on all - three instruments, and eventually walked ; up . and dbwn the aisles
during "St< Louis Blues", to tlie
interest and pleasure of ; the crowd. '
- Hines..was.•'.- . king, overseeing the
numerous ' tempo and dynamic changes'
which , added :spark tb old. tuncsv . .
such as "Old Man River", and "Honey
*.
suckle Rose'1, .the; latter featuring
some mellow crooning by Earl; Also
among the evening's fire was a tribute
the lt^te Duke - Ellington, including old
favorites such as "Take the A Train '',
"Sophisticated Lady". Y Y
^
The last memberj of the group to ,
appear ;was , :"ma_yeteus^ ;,;Maryj i : . Josie, ¦
who performed with good vocial con: ; ' ¦;;.
;
trol, good range, arid . great.looks.
. There was more' thahY good music , ,
When Earl ,Hines performed j tliere was
a great show, IrY wasYti pleasure to
witness one ,of the stalwarts of Jazz
p laying to a, rcsponsiye|,ehergepic . crowd.
tnarik you ,,Earli'.Thank you ,, Stu; A. y
2'.M*W- :/ ¦' ¦• Y 'Y ;v ' ;. ?:Y , ' 'Y ;Y; v ;:Y"Y v 'Y . -Y ' '•, ' . , '

He added, "Most of his plays are
a cross between Edgar Allen Poe and
the; Theatre of the Absurd ;'V
. The ; 16' - member cast is led by
Tom Handel as Columbus, Eliza East
man as the Queen and Tina Mitchell
Colby's dance insturctbr ; - as the
Guardian Aneel.
. .Bill Slutz, last semester 's ' Mac the
the producKnife, is^ stage mainaging
¦
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"Warm Angel," written, directed
and produced by Dave Surette, is a
play in three acts. Dave, who wrote
it over Jan Plan last year, decided
to turn it into a full-fled ged venture
this fall. ..

'

The play's casting allowed for the
combination of seasoned talent and a
few talented newcomers to the Colby
stage.¦, Seasoned performers in . starring roles
include John Forster, Becky Rogers,
Savs Zembillis and Bob John.
Supporting roles are played by
Tom Daly, Dave Worster, Fred Freuyer,
Jim Haddow, Wayne Gombotz and
several students for the important
classroom • scenes,
' Because the play is a controversial
commentary on campus life, it • should
appeal to Colby students and their
parents. The strong religions theme
lends the play much of its emotional power. Through his various characters," Surette says a lot about campus
living, loneliness and faith. .."'
Strider Theatre s. .new rear ' projection screen will function as a , scenic
backdrop for both plays.

tna Campbell at Yale.¦•• ,
A nativeYof Southern California;
Kassel says she is enjoying Maine life.
She has been living;outside - of Water-Y ;
ville since-June and; is looking forward^;
to a real New England winter. She is
happy to be away from the major. 'arts Y
centers for-a while.") j >
"I think you can become "oversaturated
with museums and galleries,"she says. .
This summer she travelled to Acadia and ¦
Baxter State Parks. She dso spent '
time, in Vermont. During her vacation . . .
Kassel did hot forget her work. 'I bought
myself a French easel and had a great
time painting landscapes in tKe countryside/'

Impeccable order and a luminous.,
fresco-like color characterize Kassel's ;.
own painting. Her work has been compared to Balthus' later masterpieces.
Without doubt it is her color- that is '
particularly pleasing to the senses.
When she showed slides of her work
last year at Colby as One of over 350
applicants for the teaching position, Dr
Carpenter describ ed Kassel's color in a
Y -\
word ,"elegant ". Y :
Although painting is her specialty, "
Kassel believes that ' drawing is absol- N
utely essential because it trains the eye
precisely and gives one a command
over eye-hand coordination. Last year
she was an assistant teacher under Gre-

TheSlade, Yale,
And Now...Colby

" I remember spending 8 hours
trying to draw straight lines on paper without a ruler. I was very depressed at the end of the day... In
drawing we had to use callipers for
precise measuring." These were some
of Barbara Kassel's -experiences at the
Slade School of Fine Art, one of
the most prestigious art institutions in
Europe, where she received her diploma
in 1976.
> As the new professor of painting
drawing, and design at Colby, Kassel
says her courses will be " workshops for exploration" rather than
classes with a single correct approach
¦
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to set exercises. Despite her open
minded philosophy of teaching, she
strongly advocates-formal art training.
"Traditional training gives oner
the choice of painting perceptually or
abstractly," says Kassel.
In her own work, Kassel favors
representational-forms, but she stresses
that she appreciates abstract art as long
'as it is not just "trying to be modern "
"It is one thing to avoid paint.. .
ing a hand or foot because that is
your style. It is another thing to avoid
it because you can 't do it,"she points
out.
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INTERVIEW

Pla ywri ght Dave
Surette '79
by Brigttte Raquet
Senior Dave Surette hopes that students
will not hesitate to,bring their parents
to see "Warm Angel," his controversial
play dealing with college life.
"Just'because it's about college life
doesn't mean parents shouldn 't see .it ,"
Surette said' during a recent interview •
"Warm Angel," a play in three , ^
acts, is a product of Burette's jan
Plan last winter, sponsored by Richard
Sewell. However,/ he was not satisfied .
that it was .complete until seven
' -r '
drafts later.
The play deals with a freshman's ex\ posure to the realities of college life.
"Everything goes wrong f or this v
guy. His friends are hostile to; him. Y ,
He's looking for love and keeps com- y
ing up cold," Surette said , " ,.', Y
.'•' His idea for the play did not
'come in a;flash [ of creative insight.
"I! never write anything down <
right away, i! keep running it through 2
'
my ' mind until it's ready to come
. out ,"^Sure^^

fe^Sl^^

"I've incorporated an idea I had
freshman year in " this , play," he . ad'
ded.
v '
Freshman year was when - Surette
began trying his hand at playwriting.
I His involvement in the Colby theatre
most recently i n , "The tady 's Not
for Burning "- lias helped , him gain ' _
, a better writing perspective.
"Warm Angel" is also;.; h is- first ,
directional attempt. Surette takes a
definite stance where directing is
• " . y . 'Y .
cbncerneaY
"The 'director should be in command at all times. He should have
definite . ideas about how a scene;
should be played," he said/ ;
" As for , the performance itself,
Y. Y v.Surttte/.
^^
;' ;. .(I hope thereyair en't-,;any) '2iho y l>e; ' '2 .
• ;ih the script, not in thb; iictihgi!' Y
: ':.'Y YY Y ' , Enthusiastic- about YthisYchancc,Y, to,Y1''
;>;'' /Y;transferj; liis' ./ ' p^
Y 'staged Suretw
Y Y;cess.' ;Y„Y' y Y yy ;2y 2 , y iy 2 ) ;Y V ; ;YY Y ;• ' • ''
' ¦;' -, Y ; "Ii have the best .casit/possible Yfor,
:;. - . this play* Everyone is ¦ twific,^ h eY;;YY ;
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DANCE

Colby, Bowdoin, Bates
Dance Program

by Lisa McDon ough
The dance program, organised and
designed b y Colby's Tina MitchellWentzel-, Bowdoin 's June Vail and
Bate^s Marcy Plavin, is the result of a
need to bring fin e dance com pan ies .to
colleges in Maine. Until this coalition
was formed, it was extrem ely difficult
to attract well-known performers to *
Colb y to give master classes and" performances.
~
Inadequate funding has bee n a major
,roblem. Earlier this, year the state
nformed the colleges' sponsors that they
vere dropping all financial aid for the
\its and the National Endowment for
«.. .
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the Arts dropped from a-3 3 1/3 % at
location to a 30% allocation.
Not to be outdone, Mitchell worked
closely with Vail and Plavin to work
v
out an alternative funding scheme.
They came up with the idea of uniting
Colby, Bowdoin and Bates under one
sponsorship. With the financial cooperation of Colby Cultural Life, they
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down to the performances, in Bru nswick
This brainchild has saved this essential cultural exposure from d ying out
at Colby, Bowdoin and Bates. This is
very important because, as Mitchell
points out/Modern Dance is the only
dance that is indigenous to the' United
States. Its roots are founded here in
the persons of Isadora Duncan and .
Graham. There is a certain amount of
national pride involved in this issue.

have been successful in contracting^
several well known companies to dance
at their respective colleges. In order to accumulate funds so as
not to drain Cultural Life financially,As a result of this coalition, the dance
Mitchell has arranged for each company - ¦
department's fall schedule is packed
play first in Brunswick, charging" adwith
important demonstrations. More
mission for their performance. The
information
about these programs will
money from Cultural Life will be.jised
issues of the ECHO.
appear
in
later
to bus students from all three * colleges,

^
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Winslow Homer, N.C. Wyeth, John
the Far East; are :also, included in the Y
Singleton Copley, and Milton Avery '
Colby Collection. The Bernat Collecire a few of the artists whose works
tion of Oriental Ceramics with over
.re showing in the J ette Gallery this
300 pieces is the gift of Air. and iWrs.
nonth. Their work represents some of
Eugene Bernat. Classical ceramics and -,,
he best American ait that has been
' sculpture are in Colby's possession as
iroduced between the Eighteenth Ceny well. ' • Y
ury and the; present day.
The Museum is probably best known
Unfortunately, very few Colby students
for
its Nineteenth Century , American
/ill ever see the exhibition, either for ""
primitive art collection. The American
ick of interest or for lack of know-.
Heritage Collection , as.it; is called, was .
:dge of Colby's phenomenal, permanent
g
iven b y Mr. and Airs. Ellerton Jette,
3_.ect.on. .-;¦ -.
and
consists of almost 100 paintings;
"It's unfortunate,"; says Mr. Hugh
watercolors,
and drawings. It is the
ourley, Director of the Museum, "that "
largest
collection
of; its kind in Maine.
lany students discover the museum for
"style in this ' art
The
flat;
decorative
ic first time as Seniors , on-Graduation
and
the
engaging,
almost
haunting qual^fckend when they ate showing their •
ity
of
the
portraiture
is
striking.
plrents around:"
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East Asian Art Historian
Germaine Fu tterAi Colby

' '''^ : ';. ' ?:f' .^

Colby 's art collection ;.deservcs; ' rncnre';.Y:..
' iy'In Tp
"y
vy- .
. '^^
tan - a quick tour during';6he's.v ftn^(;-H- / :J;'^yy
Y
'
smail^uriiriteresting
consisted
of
a
uni.
;
iys .;;atythe!'j'cbIlegeVyNbt;bnIy.dfe
j
;, gallery i-ih'wh at is "nowYthe Bixler . art
>llectipri have; great : ^rictyyfor;;its.|Yi i ;;Y^Y ;;;Y; and Ymusic library^ ; Sirice that time, . *) .) ;;
ze,-: ity '(dsp?cbntainsiwprksYl^
Y:thc collection and the exhibition space
'specte^>;^rtistsi.;yF;br , 'e.»uriplb;J;th(B 2 f' cy '•:¦ '. ; 2 have*expandedy to ,a { formidable size ; Y ;
inete' eritji-j . a^
yr ; for such „ aJsmMYlibcr^
urope^ Ycpncictibri ;inclu^
;Y !'y .'Allv h theYattY|whichj Colby^possesses.' , ;Y 'I ; - ¦;.
M _ attf|coi^
,i:;'' y^;.^
bcen;;"dp^
id Wrc;jww g|;j |gf•;:Y':|!!g'v :?§Y,fvfY:^tn bft^
!Y 2. \. '
' ; ¦'; ¦
In cpntrast;;to?Jtl^;^roup;;iqf ; 'paintingsjYY. \I!;. ^ .Colfiy."community ; ^
an^i
Jlb y^ hasYthe^^
#'$W $ ..t& 2WtL2;'0y y 2 "2;22)2.222 'y 2 ::,
cnyli y^^
M
^ contains twenty
byY five drawings^: oils,
:(,^
nich
y ' ,:-, :
id' ; ^(^Kblbrs-; ik.ie y|^e^fbKnt>^rir^iy-f £|; t;;, 1^ is^a; ^^;y^Mej Ytb ^spenci -,sa Y; ',;; : >Y Y ;.;
Y^'y Y ;air
^^ :
hose.; !i(&l>ii^
^;yY;rainy *a f^
;
'ougH^hiip|gre^t^
YYYingY thje isblitua^^
picce.i|fi.bmft:hey.V^
;:$.dWflci^

Fuller was offered the post of assistGermaine Fuller, visiting professor of
years
ant to a visiting professor of ^ Japanese
Art History, will be spending two
,
Art at the University and quickly became . "
.,- . . at Colby j she is a lecturer here on the
enamored of Oriental culture. Upon
Ziskind Grant for the promotion of
East Asian Studies.
completion of her Master's in 1971, FulFuller's background in East Asian
ler went to the Orient where she became
art and literature is extensive. She remore familiar with East Asian Culture
Y ceived an M.A. in Art History, Oriental
and returned to the United States tb
Art, from the University of Oregon and
work on her doctorate at Chicago. '
In 1977, Fuller became a lecturer at
Y is presently a Ph.D. candidate, with
Occidental College, California, where
; y the University of Chicago. Fuller speaks
and writes Classical arid Modern Chinese she spent a year teaching East Asian
and has travelled in Japan and Taiwan.
Ait before coming to Colby this year.
Her decision to stud y East Asian art
Fuller sees East YAsian art as an intewas a belated one. After graduating ¦ ':
gral part of the Oriental heritage. "Our
from Reed College, Oregon,; with a
view of; the art, of China and Japan
yv B;A. ih French Literature
cannot be a clear One until we.have
, Fuller spent
two years as a commercial "artist working - some understanding of the cultu re of
; Yin calligrap hy and advertisi ng -design.
those countries," she says. -In her
; "She? also spent a year teaching ArtyHisir ' ' ' courses she hopes to make students
familiar with the differe nt philosopies
. ¦;YtoryY^t : .:U'he 'Cbmmun ity - -Q)llc^e^Ore:-¦
' 2 l^ n'22 ;222y
'
\2:. \'2 , \.:. 22 ' 2.y. .y ' ; . ' - , of Eastern civilization and to educate y
y ) The call back to student life;was too
theni iri the ycornerstohe j deas qfthc
-yy -y ' strong to be ignored , however, : and inY
art, arid literature of the Far East.
Y ; Y |?^y Fuller:begdn her Master's program ; ,fhe !Colby Museum of Art will be '- '"**
-Y ;yv i;,at^^
'-.2 housing exhibitions all year in conjunc t
Y ;;j ;-/ '.tff y|bin^
; tion Avitli Profisssor ^ullcr 'S; East Asian
;Y; ' ;YY; :;s4y SY ;- ««cypicaHy, last^nute^ V;andYitY ;Y .'; YY' course?; The exhibits will iiicludc many Y
¦¦y
YYy;y^y.nqtYuht^^
new .acquisitions of the Colby' collection.
; ' !;,;Y' tli
:!;
; atViheYded
,
2
' ^v Y' Eastj 'Ajsian Ari222::y2)2y222);'2 ::, 2:.yy:' -. -,> ¦2 y2 ;2:; '2 t "YY ' .' .Y. ' :'' :.- ; .Y; : '' ,V' :' Y'V' . :. ¦' ' ' ; Y . ..Y' ' v . ' ».2:? y !$$0$pf W<2-2. 2) 2yy y ' . :- 22': 22:y) ; 2
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Backstreet
: iM
l!
i
Sl!
bn. Y^Y-;
by.Y^'C^gtf
-Y: vf #yY
:
.It was . an- tincp $fo^
teresti ng siglrt ;y;w^hi^i;D^^ |5r^^g||
wresde so eam^t^yi^ti ^^
nalist who couldn 't . srenfooYg
that Bromberg ^sYfayorittYi ^
mained the , ^itM.. . HeYw^ yi.ai-g|itY
¦
Bromberg 's use of ; :tyhe:;wordf^steiel" ;Y.He;fyv
was looking for teehniwl itiefcinfaycpn- ^
versation full of graem Ysfat^eritJY '^d%.;
proceeded to spend ;^iei-next--fiyfc• ¦ib.iri ^fyYY
ut es prodding ^eYar tist?:fal^
enough of beiiig.im»quotedj by- jthes ^naiye
jerks on- subtle;;pbibts,Yi«:;^bneYa ^'pb.-r;!Y ,y
vious point . Hke t&i&Y^
act nature of . a ,*st^'^-g^M^;Th(£ .qtieS-yY;.
tions were briUiah £;. vW^
instrum ent?Y whatfs ' ypur ; fa^rfeYkind y bf ;'
music? Who 's your.faVorite ;v;>y.? "YIt . wisV- '
in fact , my friend ;: and yl;te^rtingy ;fpr; Yv Y:
our high; schdoiYnei^ajter ^
ing these "bMiarit ";yi^Kti bnsY. Hbw . ]we22
ever deluded ourseliro-iri itpyjW
knew enough;t o• ¦'cohduct < ; such:.jui .: inter- ';2
view (our firstV ^Ite ybnid ^rne . frut y itY ; YY ;
was an experience:I Ysh^ . nevCT .foi^
The Shabob YInri ;m ;WiUimiantic v;Ct:y ;:
is housed iri: .a- OTall Y^ndbnedYfa ^ry Y ;;
in a former null towhY-tliat- -might ;havey yy
died if not ' for such :. tt ^sitibris.; .'Tte ;;^:;Y
terior is unimpress ive^ but 'f^^
ter with its RFD lb^e;Yg^
lot and simple building , made conspicu%
ous only by; a; Shabba signv(usiftg .eyes 2 y
for o's watching to^ make-sure ;.yb uYget in
O.K. Once inside thesvisitpr finds a -simi- '
larly plain decor. Structurally Ytlie. pla ce -.
has changed little, since its hew life • be* Y
gan in 1971.; Crossbeams • and; pillars ar e ,
everywhere as the building leans iri on^^ itself in its old. age. . The decor ation stresses
natural wood; emphasizin g ; the factor y's Y;
ori ginal interior. Ther e yare cable .cote
tables, ice cream parlor booths , a maWe
wood en b ar , and a touch of the color .
red , thanks to table: cloths and .the bare red bulbs in the low ceUings; fhe:;6yerali
effe ct is an ehfirely Ycbmpliriient ar ^
bination yof Victbriari i'Yppdi, hall ' arid ;wes-.
i'' the';''jfirtt '-;Hm'cT :' 'iri :;
tern saloon which ' p^t
stantl y at ease and read y foir jgoodYrriusic.
While the Shaboo offers plenty; of rustic
charm , this feature never threatens to Y
overpower the acts as mijght be the case
with the O.B.I. East or Boston 's Paradise ,
whose grandure and cbolriess i respec tively,
tend to ri yal the importari ce bf the artist.
The adjoining , concer t room sustains
the spartan atmos phere with numerous
small t ables , boo ths , bars arid one of the
finest sound systems on th e East . Coast ,
custom designed for the room by Khbe n y
r_-.^ .^ .„_aSS5PCr....
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, F'rorri Oct. 4 throug h Nov.
1, one of America 's most exciting
photograp hers , Berenice Abbot,
will have her work on- exhibit
in the Colby Museum of Art.
Miss'Abbot 's works range from
Parisian por traits of the 1920's
to New York City views in
the "1930's, to scientific studies
of the ' late 1950's and 1960's.

FILM ,

On Sunday, Oct. 8, at 7
p.m. Film Direction '78 ,
9:30
and
will be presenting the .French film,
'Pardo n Mon Affaire ' by Yves
Robert. Admission will be $1
at the door of L100.
The third part of Sir
Kenneth Clark' s 'Civ ilizatio n'
is being shown Thurs day afternoon , Oct. 5 at 4:30 in L100.
Thus far , 'The Froze n World'
and 'The Grea t Thaw ' have been
presented. This week 'Romance
and Reality, ' which concentrates
on the Goth ic world; will be shown.
Each installment is, self-contained.

;.;;<^ffi.e; Hbus
rieeded ytoy sell food Y^dy take ticket s on
;
::&t ^^mn ^-0^
br yiP:30 %. ).:30. ,Plea ^: call J aneyGair ,
873rl9j9 v;;if yirit ere%dvybrJleave a note
;Wtlv:j ^iiiry riam eya^d:p^
no. iri box
;i66?£-bp. ^

.

who; jas: -theYRdus Rbyce :of club audio
^dbes only two' or thrteysy steiris a year. .
The;:System boasts , six, two hundred Watt
teen .track \
: C!ro ^-; prQfessi6riai .Yam'ps . Ysijr
'
capaibUity V double mixing bbards and
specially ; builtyspeakers; arid y horn s which
ar e mounted pri th e ceiling for bett er
visibility, / all : atYa :, cost.which is not -reflect ed in .the twp or four dollar admission Ypri ces; for sonic of the biggeit club
dr aws ; in ^they collntry. Y; Y
Vyhichybri ngs me to the actSi . .It
YY
would ybe . fair , to, say that ' Sftaboo b ooks
acts ' /for 1: all tastes rang ing from the up
and coming such as the Walter Egan arid
Cars Shows, to fringe acts such as Leon
Redbone ,, to . the neW wave, like this sumirier 'syTalkirig Heads show. The Shabob' s
charm is best described in terms of acts
tha t have! always , mad e their home in
these 'medium to small halls , not acts
that : are justing passing through either on
their • way up or out , but acts thatin have
'.6eehvhCTe -b'rfb^
return
the .
:
'. future ^ Y ' -Y -:
;, . Many grea t - blues groups were included in the roster this ; summer. When
Mudd y Wa ters ,tb pk the stage, more than
jt ist grea t .blues ' was promised ; inspira tional . blues: filled the Shabo b. He has refused
tb live .put his life a legend; merely revital izing old blues recordings arid doing
exceptional • work ; with J ohnny Winter.
H|s concertsYhave taken on. a new life of
their '';bwri.Y ' Y . - . Y'

l^^^^ll
THE :C6HC!OUfsfcg ^

In Roberts , this Saturday night ,
there will be another Coffee " House with
softer music , rnpie gameboards arid more
hot popcorn " than last week.. Guitarist
and Fiddler; Al Gould , will be there
str aight from a recording session with
Stephen Stills. Doors open at 8:30 p.m/
(1$ admission) ; ;-. ¦
Two years ago J ames Cotton and
his old band recorded their unforgettable
"Liv e and On the Move" album at the
Shaboo. That per formance was one of the
wildest parties the "Boo " has . ever seen.
Cotton 's music tod ay does not seem as
vital and immediate as it did then .
This was meant to. sound like mor e
th an a commercia l for what has already
been called the biggest club in New Eng-Y
land by B ost on 's R eal Pap er. The Shaboo
Inn means more to me than that ,' and
much has been left put-good food , magic ,
nightlong pinball games and quart er beer ,
nights , not to mention th e people among whose ranks is Dave "Lef t y " Foster , whose bar closing cries of "It 's been
a groove but cha gotta move," never
failed to end an already hilarious evening.
A "Serious " book could be written about
Shaboo people. The Shaboo has been
mo're than a place to hang put and make
memories although a great deal of that
has t aken p lace. It 's been a place where the
the music has always beeri , available , always accessahlej a place where doors
were .always open and things were always happening ; a place where t hroug h
t he t houg htfulness and courtesy of people
like "Lef ty," a-couple of high school
newspape r ; boys , fans really , could lay " ,
the foundations for an interest in music
and in music; people. Tha t!s what I really :
apprecia te about the Shab oo Inn.

BRASS BELL RESTAURANT
45>lnin St., Watcrvllie
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In Review
by Kare n Pfeiffer

STU-A Films presents
Kurt Vonneg ut's 'Slaug ht erHouse Five,' starring Michael
Sacks and Valerie Perrine , on
Friday Oct . 6th at 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
in L100.

Part II of the Vesper Concert
with music for trumpets , flute
and organ will begin at 4 pm
Sunday, Oct. 8 in Lorimer
Chapel.
On Thursday, Oct . 5,
the Dana Bixler Convocation
presents 'Another Look at the
Liberal Arts ' by J ean Bundy,
Dana Professor of French Literat ure.
Bundy will speak -in Given
Auditorium.
'Bernard 'Kap lan, author
of 'Obituaries ' will be giving a
Ficiton Reading in the Robinson Room in Miller Library, on
Thursday, Oct. 12 at 8 pm.

RmiHudsoh

Open Mori. - Thurs. , 6 AM , - 6 P.M;
Fri. - S nt.Y , 6 A.M. ~ 9 P.M.
. ! . Sun.;:-, ,;,.,- Y y^A .M.^.ly P.M'' .y^.

Sw^ SiiykgyBNff l
2 SEAFOQDS > ITALIAN DISHES v W,

y On Thursday, September 28th ,, an
enthusiastic audience in Given Auditorium
was treated to an excellent concert by
classical guitarist Ron Hudson. Huds on,
who is of American her itage , lived in
Guatemala - for 18 years and his style
'.
and sound ofteri reflect . Spanish and
Cuban styles. In fact , the most impressive pieces presented in the concert
were those that Hudson had written him-: ' - . ,
self or those that were typical of Guatemala or Spain.
Hudson began the concert With one of
these peices - his own . "Reflections of
Cuba. " Immediatel y it was apparent that
Hudson 's techni que was of superior qua lity.
In the next piece, the traditional Old English tune "Scarborou gh Fair ," Hudson
revealed a special talent - both his left
and his right hand played equall y important parts . Hudson punctuated every ' few ,
pieces with stories of his life in Guatemala, and his relaxed , informal attitude
when speaking contrasted nicely with
his highly skilled pl aying techni que.
Hudson was molt impressive durin g
the " second half of the concert. He began
with ' "Heaven on Their Alinds " and
I Don t Know How to Love Him" from
"J esus Christ Superstar ," and managed
to expand the pieces from the rather
standard popular tunes that they are to "
show somethin g more substantial He
introduced a tremul ous techni que on th e strings that spoke furth er of his
tal ent.
Three other pieces are worthy of ...
special mention. Hudson presented two
pi ece s by J . S. Bach - "J esu, J oy of
Man 's Desiring " and the "Brand enburg
Concerto Number Thre e in G Major ,
First Movemen t ." The first piece was
be aut ifully played. Anyone who had never
heard it other th an in its "electroni c"
form from a few years ago could hear
this ; work the way Bach intended it to
be
hqa rd.
~ The
Concerto iri GMajor which

Hudson has been working on for 3 years

and which he transcribed for guitar
himself , was a trul y superior presentation and revealed that Hudso n has def- ,
inite talent as a trans criber. Finally,
( 1
his own "En tre Las Ruinas de Guate- ' \
mala ," a piece dedic ated to the memory
of his many friends who died in the ''
recent Guatemalan earth quake , was a
moving, haunting work tha t brough t
t he audience in t o Hudso n 's personal
life.
An apprecia tive audience brought
Hudson back for two encores. His first
was a presen tation of Mason Williams '
"Classical Gas ," a familiar p iece that
heYdid very *well. Hudson ended the
evening with , a "Guatemalan sty le"
"Onward , Christian Soldiers " which had the audi ence laug hing as t hey
heard the familiar hymn done almost
as a flamenco. ¦
. Itls riot often that wc at Colby are
able to enjoy such a well-rounded per- "
forma 'nee. Ron Hudson revealed himself .
in las t Thursday 's concer t as a multi t alen t ed ar t ist , equally adep t at perform ing, composirig, transcribi ng and speaking. Thank s must be extended to Prdf.
Holland and the Mod ern languages
Dept. for bring ing, Hudson t o Colby and
giving us the opportunity to enjoy , ,
;
these talen ts.
./
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COLBY TIES BOWD Q IN
¦
" . . • • Colby maintained their unbeaten :
record with a 0-0 tieY against Bo vMon v
_ iere at Loeb' s Field. The Mules con- .
trolled most -of the play throug hout the
entire game arid out shot Bowdoin 26-12
Goal keeper Eric . Leith made 8 saves
to keep his , sheet clean for , the .third
successive game. Freshmen Pat Fortin .
and Tim Cross played ver y well as did '
sophomores Torn Betro and Dick Muther
The game , however , was high. ighted by the outstanding performances
_f co-captains - D avid Lalibert y- and ,
¦
Odug Lewing. y
.
Colby's next game against Babson
was tough. Babson had been picked by
loach Serdjeniari at the.beginning of the
.ason as the most difficul t oppo nent.

COLBY'S FIRST DEFEAT

J

. Babson , ranked third in ¦'N.eL at the
ftd of last season , put an end to Colb y's
Bnbeaten run of three games with a 2-0
J efeat at Babson Park , Mass.
I
The' Mul es fought hard . to keep the

*&

score down to only twpY The defense
and midfield had a good game.. Unfortunatel y the forwards , could not find the
goal , scorin g ability that 'had netted them
7 goals in two games.; Y y
-y. y
It took Babson 80 mirisY before they
managed to score. Until this time , Eric
Leith in his first season as a college goalkeeper , had kept a clean sheet for over
370 minutes- which is a record that will
be very tou gh to beat.;Y

COLBY KICKS U.M.O; 4-1

" After the defeat by Babson , the Y
Mules had to pick themselves up. for
another tough game against the Universit y
of Maine at Orono . The Mules showed \
their stren gth by demolishing the op- ;
position 4-1.
Y
.
- Tim Cross and Tom Betro scored
for Colby in the first half and Elliott ; .
Pratt and J ohn Lyman completed the Yy 'Y
tall y with two in the second. A doubtful
call against defender Paul Wade gave
U.M.O. a penalt y which beat Eric Leith .
After five games, the Mules haveY
a 3-1-1 record. . They have scored 11
goals and let iri only thr ee andYare well
on course for a winning season this year.

Colby defenders fight Bowdoin player for ball in game that finished in a scoreless tie.

6Da House Quiz
1) The year is 1967. The College AllStar game had been played at Soldier
Field ,.in Chicago . In the history of this

lby
^o Props S^
by Sam Weiser
Thie WKleyan ; Cardinals ,y lejd by three
touch down passes ," defeated the Colb y '
Mules 27-9- . 'Saturday at Middletown , Conn
The defeat was the second for* Colb y
vthis season while Wesleyan went to 2-0.
Wesleyan began the scoring "early in the
game when Cardinal quarterback J ohn
Pa pa threw a 22-yard touchdown to Tony
DiFolco. The score ' came with 3:36 left
n the first quarter.
With almost five minutes gone in the
econd quar t er , Colb y scored their first
loin ts. J unior Gary Leonard booted a 32
f ard field goal following a Colby drive. ,
Hie drive was aided b y passes from Colby
luar terback Fran k Sears to rcclevers Matt
%ley and Todd Marbl e.
Wesleyan extended their lead in the
losing minutes of the first half on on>th er touchd own pass from Papa to reeiver Tim Fitzgerald . Papa kicked th e
xtr a point and the score ' was 14-3 In
Vesleyan 's favor at t he . half ; ,
Colb y att emp t ed a comebac k in t he
iird quar ter. George Dolan , t he . game 's
»ding rusher with 72 yards , ran 10 yards
r the Colby score) The extra point
tempt failed and Colby trailed by five,
¦9.

The,Mules had . an oppor tu nity to take
v

the lead late in the third quarter. Colby
had driven to the Wesleyan . 15 ,, but a
fumble by Dolan prevent ed the ' Mules from getting into the end zone, and
stalled another scoring opportunity.
Wesleyan 's Dennis Robins on increased
a Colb y punt 82 yards for a touchdown.
Papa locked up the win in th e fourth
qu arter with his third touchdow n pass
of the game. Fitzgerald again was the receiver on the 28 yard scoring play. Tha t
made the score 27-9, and tha t was the
way it ended.
The turning point in the game was the
fumble deep in Wesleyan territory. Had ,
Colby been able t o score , t hey would
have moved ahead in the game.
When Wesleyan ret urned t he punt for
a t ouchdown , the Mules fate was ' sealed,
Coach Richard McGee commented , "the
punt really Hufrt. The coverage broke
down and Wesleyan scored." '
McGee felt the difference this week ' was
that the team made mistakes that cost
them. The Mules played well in spots but
they "were unable to push the ball across
"the goal line when they needed to.
Even in defea t the Mules had a few
brigh t spots. Colby outgained Wesleyan
on the ground 109 yards to 80 yards.
McGee also commen ted that " t he hitt ing
- ond hustling of the tea m in general

27-9
is impr oving.
.' - Statistically the Mules improv ed . Georg e
Dolan , ineffectiv e against Middle bury,
gained ' 72 yards in 19 ' carrie s and scored
the lone Colby touchdown . J oe Giota
again had.a ! good day. ; He rushed for 70
yards on 18 carries. Together they contribu ted more than half of Colby 's offensive yardage.
Despite the loss this past weekend , the
Mules are still confidant . They tr avel to Union College in New York where t hey
hope to get on the winning tra ck.
WESLEYAN .. . COLOY
FIRST DOWNS .

„'
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event , this year produced the only college team to win. One quarterback was
instrumental in leadin g his fellow-collegians . Who was the quart erback and what
professional champ ionship team did he
beat?
2) As the football season moves into high
gear , most teams ar e evaluating their
Super Bowl potential. The Patriots believe that this is their year , and each
.p layer is hoping to be a participant in
th e big game. As Super Bowl season ap- .
preach es, two players should come to
mind as the partici pants in the most Su per Bowl games. Name the players and
th eir teams..
3) League , leaders are always remembered
for their outstanding achievements. Howev er , t he second pla ce ' finish er always
goes unno ticed althoug h he may also have
broken the previ ous record. In all-time
categories the same case holds true. Try
to nam e the man who is in second QUtttfL
in career pass interc eptions. HINT : HeP
was a 'defensive back for the Minn esota
Vikings ;
4) Colby College is involved in another
football season under the direction of
Coach McGee. Many individual records
have been attained since McGee took
the helm. Many individuals have had fine
performances on par ticular days. Althoug h many freshmen could not tell
you the last time Colby won the CBB
championship, how many upperclassmen
know the last Colby rusher to gain 100
*yards in a single game?
, 5) The passing game is one of the most
difficul t facets of the football game plan
to implement. One all-time record is
mos t yards gained passing in a single
game. Name the ' quar t erback t hat holds
t his record at' ' .Golby. HI NT * He played
for Coach ' McGee when he set the re¦
.y ' . '. . " ¦
cord. -V- Y : - ¦) . . . ' .: ¦
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Women s Cross- Countr v Sme lis Suc cess

finishers. And in that respect I've been .
been encouraged."
Westcott feels the team is a good .
building with a strong nucleus. " 1
think we have five girls who can be ¦•
competitive at their level running' to¦
-22] 2 - : : Y; 2
gether.": ¦' ' ¦,"' ¦Y _ 2 rLast year's record was 2-6. This
year the girls hope to improve that
record. They are on the way to doing
that after defeating Bates at home on
the 29th , by the score of Colby 29- Bates 37. .
The women opened by. taking; eight
of the first eleven places. Karen S6ndergeld was the first Colby runner
.
across the line: finishing third. Her
jjme .was:21:11 over the 3 mile Mayfl ow er Hill " course. .
Colb y also placed three;runners im- '
mediately behind Sondergeld. Barb
Coo per , Ginn y Low, and ;Catie Hobson
I finished fourth through sixth respectively.
Colby closed out Bates when they
captured the eighth through eleventh
places. These spots were held by Lau-Y
$
: | ra Littlefield , Kathleen Shea, Julie
$ Gre enwo od , and Barb NealY
:|
Sue Collins of Bates took first place. •
with an extremely quick time of 19:57.
Despite her excellent efforts, the Bates
runners were thwarted in their effort
to beat the young Mules. ' ' . ' ' -' . " .'
Coach Westcott was pleased with his
team's performamce as they avenged
last year's defeat . The 1978 squad
shows promise and Westcott thinks
his women could be strong contenders
in the state meet in late October.
.' .

by Mar garet Klawunn
Barb feels that a bigger team will _.
perpetuate the squad while providing
the needed depth. "We won't have to
worry as much about injuries either,
. injuries really hurt us last year."
Westcott, the girl's new coach, is
serving as coach for both the men 's
and the women 's teams. When asked
about the women's team, Westcott
replied, "The important thing now '
will be to see how close we can get
five girls to run together, with the top
five or seven running in a pack you
can break up the other teams' top

This year's squad has twelve members.
Returning lettermeri" are junior Barb
country team is preparing itself for
Neal, and sophomores Laura Littlethe long, demanding season ahead. The ..
field
, Barb Cooper, and Kar en
girl s will b e fighting this year to imSondergeld.
prove on previous performances.
New iriembers include juniors Julie
Coach Jim Westcott, the new track
Greenwood and Catherine Fulton,also
coach, feels they, are a very .dedicated
' .. sophomores Ruth Hales, Virginia Low,
group. The girls have been running
and Mari Samaras. Three freshmen
twice a day since training began on .
com
plete the squad, they are Catherine
September 11.
Hob
s
on , Kathleen Shea, and Margaret
This is the second year the team will
Klawunn.
have varsity status, and this year's
Barb Neal is this year's team captain;
squad is twice as large as last year's.
The Colby College women 's cross

\
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BUILD YOUR OWN

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!
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This past Saturday Colby: sail6rs;,com- y
peted for the Lane Trophy aty the: 32nd '
Annual Tufts Fall Invitational- regatta^ y
A ,fleet of fourteen schools battled in Y . '
the notoriously shifty lake' breezes.' >• Y
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Geoff Emanuel and crew Bill O'Qori.| nell . raced in A-division with Skip Neville
It' s Like Havin g a *'Mo vie Theater " in Your Home!
and Lynn Collins in B. Each Colby' boat •
AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95
1 recorded a third place finish as their r .
¦'2:2y )
Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials , Movies , Sports , on your Theater Size TV! It's like viewing on a movie ~ :| best race. - '¦;' ' ¦/ - -:;•; 22
The combined overall finish was tenth;'
screen! Everything takes on a whole new dimension . . . almost makes you feel like you 're in the action! Can also
$!
'
'
be used outdoors , converting your back yard into an open-air Outdoor Theater! This new invention ,' gives sharp
$. Tufts and MIT engaged in -a battle for the
"
brilliant TV reception comparable to commercial projector systems costing $2,500 or more. Absolutely SAFE to y | lead early on, with MIT eventually
winning ori the basis of rripre indiuse. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial - |
vidual
'first ; places due , to , a tie in the
required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures (7 2/a Ft. diagonal ) on wall or screen , even; in the smallest rooms or ,
|
final
score.
Colby was victorious over
apartments, Best of all , this amazing Projector .is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself . Even a 12-year old
:|
;, '" . '
Williams, UMO,¦¦ Bostbri College, and
¦
can do it quickly. Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable lifetime guaranteed Precision Lens System,
§:• Coast
' '¦\2y:
Guard ; .!'
, r YY. . ' , '11" x 17" illustrated Plans and Specifications and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions. All you supply is only some
$1 The season Has just beguri and we have
,| scheduled regattas upcoming -for the
cardboard or wood for the simple cabinet. This Projector can be used with ANY Portable TV- set .7!'^ to 25"; and will
^
enlarge pictures in either Color or Black & White . If you wish , here 's an easy way. to make money; in your sparetime.
:| next five weekends. Interest in the club
Simply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to, your friends, neighbors , relative^ , etc. Everyone with a Television •; |
has been inspiring and we are looking
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build . Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost ,
jijl forward to seeing many new faces rep-i
one kit - $29,95 , two kits - $49,95 , fi ve kits-$99.95.
resenting Colby, in! the near ; future. - yY |
*
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a victory at Bates. Colby split the
singles but swept the doubles.
In a fru str ating match , Mo Flint
lost to J ulie MacDonald 6-4, 5-7, 6-7,
Martha Oaks pounded out a 6-3, 6-1
win over Terry Howe. Ellen Hue bsch
was defeate d by Bates ' J ud y Zipay
6-3 , 6-2.
Gretchen Huebsch with the consistency of a back board leveled her opponent Ellen Kinneal ey 6-4, 6-3. It was
her second victory of the season
In doubles , Colby 's Amy Park er and
J ody Dwight displa yed excellent doubles strategy when dominating 6-0, 6-1
over Laura Coyle and Sue MacDonald.
Amy David off and Bev Nalbandian triump hed 6-4, 6-2 over Anne
Price and Belinda Uretti of Bates.
J anice Miller and Pam Helya round
ed out the scoring with a 6-1, 6-1
thrashing of Sue Smith and Marcy
Thibod eau. That victory completed
Colby 's sweep of the doubles competition and sewed up the match.

by Glen Coral
The Colby College men 's cross country team is read y to face arch-rival Bowdoin. After openin g the season
with two impressive performances , the
Mules are psyched-u p for the upcoming
meet
The meet comes at approximatel y the
middle of a succesful season Two weeks
ago the Mules came away with three
strong wins against Unity, UMPI , and
MMA. The times on Colby's 5-nule
course have improved as the team approaches peak condition.
This past weekend the stnders hit the
road to Boston for a tough tn-m eet
with CentraT Connecticut and Tufts.
In spite of being defeated 45-16 and
33-24 by their opponents , the Mules
performed well.
Bob Winn of CCS headed up the
thi rty-five man field by smoking arourid the 5-niile course in twenty five minutes. Dan Ossoff led the Mule

Field Hockey Gets
Tough On Opp onent s
by Carol Sly
The Colby women 's field hockey team
is looking : to improve on last year 's r ecord. Thi s year 's squad has more depth
with th e addition of new talent to assist
the veterans.
The team opened its schedul e with a
scrimmage against Thomas on the 19th .
The final saw Colb y on top 10-0 after
leading 6^) at the half. Sue Meyer was
high scorer with 6 goals, Hill ary J ones
drov e in 2, Blair Washburn and J ane
Har t z ell each put in one.
The following Friday the team met
U.M.F. Farmin gton 's stron gest player
was their goalie. She had an excellent
game with 16 saves. But Colb y worked
around her and her six foot height to
put in three goals to U.M.F. 's two .
Captains Washburn and J ones each scored

once, with Hart zell netting the other
one. Offensively Colby dominated , the
game, 20 penalty corners given to the
Mules and only 2 to Farmington.

Th e following day, Colby met Lyndon

State. Once again Colby outplayed the
other team , controlling the ball in the
offensive end for most of both 35 minut e halfs ; Twenty-five corners for the
Mules , with th e women from New Hampshire only being awarded 8. Still , Lyndon
State was able to score and led at the .
half 1-0.
Th e second h alf broug ht a qui ck Colby
goal by Betsy Shillito , a hard sho t from
the right. Colby continued to attack Lyndon State. Hartzell had 14 shots on goal,
Meyer 1 1, Tones 11, and Leah Maher 10.
• The score remain ed even until the last
few minutes when Lyndon State broke
the tie. Again the losing margin was only

Women netter 's looking for victory

ANSWERS TO QU IZ

Masked Colljy Captain Hiilwy ^bnes ^h
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* by Andy Goode

'
1 )' In 1967, Rand y Vanderkl ein led
the College All-Stars to a surprising de- ,
fcat 'over Viricc Lombard ! and the Pack y • / ' i . " ' ' ¦'•ers. . v - \ y ; . . .
2) Both , players played on the two Packer champi onshi p teams. Marv Fleming ;
than went on to play in two Super Bowls
with the Miami Dolphins and Herb
Adderl y played in two for the Dallas
/
Cowboys.
3 ) Paul Krause is the man who is second
in career in terceptions ,
'
4) In ,"the last game of the 1977 season af
against Bowdoin , G eorge Dolan ran for
,
. -> "
,
170 ( yards.
5) Frank Sears passed for 256 yard s in a '
game in 1976, • " '

—

X-C Find ing The Ecfe

Netters Even Record
Last Tuesday , Colby Women 's Tennis
faced UMO for the second time in as
many weeks. Again, a repeat of th e
previous week, the UMO girls gave
Colby a tennis lesson, 5-1.
Mo Flint , usuall y known for her
pin point accuracy, never got untracked
as she fell to Uris Everett 6-1, 6-2.
At number two singles, Martha Oaks
dropped a pair to UMO' s Pam Cohen
6-3, 6-3. Ellen Huebsch who has had
tr ouble finding her groove, lost to
Tora Buros 6-1, 6-0.
Gretchen Huebsch chalk ed up Colby's
first victory in the numbe r four singles.
Playing a very stead y game, Gretchen
kept her opponent runnin g side ,to
side en route to a 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 win.
In doubles play, Colby 's Amy Parker and J ody Dwight posted an impressiv e victory over Amy Stanton and
Sarah Mag rane 6-1*6-4. Their domination
of the net was the. key to their
victory.
At' second doubles Amy Davidoff and
Bey Nalbandian played a very even
match against Laurie Page and Kath y
Gwyn but finall y succumbed 5-7,6-4,
4-6. In another close match J anice Miller and the hard volleying LUla Duffy
fell to Rose Redmond and Cath y .Curnick 3 . 6,' 6-4, 3-6;
On Thursday the Colby women
evened their record at . 2 and 2 with a
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contingent , crossing the line m 25x47
whde J on Bees, Duncan Whitney, Mike '
Thurston , Phil Hough , Neil Moyni- .
han , and J ohn Sylvan rounded out
" ,N
th e--Colby scorers.
The Mules were not displeased with
th eir individual performanc es, however.
In comparison with last year 's times on
on the same course , all of the times
»
were well improved ,
Bees chopped fourty -four seconds
off his time, Ossoff and Moymhaft
sliced off 1.17 and 1 50 respectively.
Whitney and Hough quickened their
paces by 2 47 and 3.03. All of the team member* feel they
are runni ng stron g and are ready for
Bowdoin. Coach Wescott is confident
but he is reservin gjud gement /The
meet will be mp 'n tuck ". He stated
that if the Mules are going to wm, the
fourth and fifth scorers will have to
run close to the top finishers.
There is a lot of pride at stake in '
this meet and the Mules are
ready for
the challenge.
*

.....^^ ________________________________

a single goal, 2-1.
The Varsity and J .V. both travelled
to Bates on the 28th . The var sity play
was even and fast oh the dust y field.
Colb y had more offensive play tha n Bates
but was still unab le to scored Bates ' was Y .
unti rin g and unintimi dated by th e masked .
J ones. Bates finall y scored in}the last .'. " , y
2 minute s of the: second half.
Y
To notch the victory Moir a Mannin g
had an excellent defensive game for Colby,
breaking up numerous plays. Mahe r was
named , offensive player ofYthe . gaine. It
was a disappointing 1-0 loss to a con- Y
sistentl y toug h opponent. ,:
This past: Saturday both teams went
to U.M.O. For the varsity, th e first
half was scoreless with pl ay very even.
Ther e was a lot of actio n in the middle
of the field but the Mules still dominated
off ensively having 9 corners to U.M.O. 's
¦
'
¦' '
'
4.
Y " A ;•: . '
22\ ) y . U.M.O . eventually scored on . an efficient 1 breakaway, working the ball downfield between 3 players.
Colby qu ickly rec over ed wh en O ron o's
goalie fell on the ball and the Mules were
award ed a penalty stro ke. Maher executed
one of her exceptional flicks . high into
the left hand corner of the goal.
The score remained tied at one until
the end. Shillito was named offensive
player of the game and Bunnell defensive player with 8 saves in goal.
The J .V. was outplayed by Orono.
U.M.O. had three times as many corners
&nS better offensive play than the Mules.
Coates had 5 saves and Altar , 7. The final
scor e was 2-0.
This pas t Monday , the Colby women over
overpowered Nasson. The offense worked
the ball well, ut ilizing shor t passes and
extensive rushing in" the circle.
Hartz ell scored a hat -trick by putting
three balls in the Nasson . net. Meyer addid t wo goals ' with Hillary Lara ta , and
• "*¦" • -. *
Maher adding one each.
The seven goal perform anifij was the
most . product ive regular season;.performance. The women ;,also recorded ytheir
y
first shutout ; since 'tliie T
y;1-ThiS ;ThuKda ^
;!pny their , tome ' ;^
|f|ejac t ^

in ,
^|igpYm s 1.6^8
by Larry Branyan
The Colby Rugby Football
Club "A" team opened it's fall
season with a hard-earned 16-8
victory over Maine Maritime Academy
last Saturday. The "B" team, although
they played a good game, narrowly

lost 4-0 to the Maine Mariners.
The "A" ; team exhibited the Y
potential to develop into a- strong ¦\
winning team.: The opening garne on
Saturday; served to indicate where :
the team weaknesses . lie because .
the mistakes afforded Maine Maritime
the opportunity to score on two

Thursday , Oct ober 5, 1978
occasions.
The eight forwards played a- ;
rugged game, a game one English
y
visitor commented was hard to surpass..
Brad Richards, the team's vice-captain,
and Russ Fleming both had outstanding
performances.
The seven backs, with the
exception of Steve Riviere, the
scrum-half,; did not play as well
as was expected. The ball;was ' fumbled
on . far too many occasions^ although
there were some excellent plays by Peter
.
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Krane and Bob Davidson.
Bill Muller, in an unfamiliar
position as full-back , played reasonably,
well, as did Bob Ruzzo, Arthur Jacobs _
and Peter Deering.
The first try (touchdown) was scored
well into the first ,ha_f by Riviere. Peter
Krane successfully converted the
kick through .the goal posts to give
Colby a 6-0 lead. The lead was
increased to 12-0 in the second half
with a try scored again by Riviere and
another conversion by Krane.
Colby mistakes however, resulted
in two Maine . Maritime ' trys, although
both conversion attempts were
unsuccessful. The game ended soon
y
after~a try by Brad Richards, assisted
v
by the Colby forwards, which left
the "A" team with a resounding
victory.
^
The rising standard of Rugby at
Colby is something that must be
attributed to "the Mule's coach
^
Peter Pearson, who has devoted so
much of his time to training
the Colby teams. It. is Peter. Pearson
that Colby is indebted to for
his devotion to Mule Rugby.

RUGBY RULES
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&IJ Mountaineering, as all but the chroiucallyy^
skill, tlie
science and the art of drmkiiig Busch Beer. It "begins hy headiiig for the mountains /Tfih
(l e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium or ; C^^ ¦^j ,.^. j r JEj/
wateringhole) and ends by dozening the mountains (i.e., ca^S^SS&p^^^
.JnT
slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch);
. ; ^38S3lSiHCQ¦ ' yT JnT
However,, between those two points lies a vast area
m^Lp^w • '• •/ Fl\
^ persoi^ peccadilloes sometimes called. t echnique-^ / ^Sj
M f
of^
1
T ^\\
¦
:
andsometimes^ called .methddology(dependingon
:' -" trP"
J
aifiK
4**
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¦
Bbthyhaye their merits, of course. But generally speak- ¦ ^Ir^lra^K^ipBFSft^
i
^
jj ig,,except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
j ;'',- .(M|lp WW
fl r
_/>
. glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious, \Ui^KH ! I . If /K B ^B
'^
^¦
sustained mountaineering. <! Next, >>. the proper posi- ;HJ!J^HiHj yMBttJEfeiySl
l
. , c$^
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it to say that the most
standing. Suffice
successful
¦- jy4Aafaaii^
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll f ind ' y .
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Those people who came and .
watched last Saturday 's RugbyY games
will have seen,, but probably not under- v stood, the philosophy behind the ganie".
The players and everyone else connected
with Colby Rugby sincerely appreciated
.the overwhelming support of the spectators.
*
Rugby is a physical contact sport,
and for this reason it is necessary to
. have rules to regulate play and safeguard
players from unexceptable levels of inflicted injury. No one is allowed to tackle
' .-.
any man ' who has not .got the ball.
3
Three of the most common terms
used in , Rugby are "scrum," "ruck" and
. "maul." Each of these terms describes a
set play which occurs in a game. The v
"scrum" is the play, where the eight forwards from each team lock together in
a formation attempting to win the ball
from the other side.
\
. Behind the front row forwards are
two men who contitute the second row »,
an d behind t hem is one man in the ' ,
third row. The object of the scrum is
to enable-both teams a fair chance to
gain possession of the ball once play . r ,
y
has stopped as a result of an infringement
; of the rules.
Yi- ., - -2
The "ruck" occurs when the ball is '
loose on the ground. It: requires one or
more players from each t eam to be on
their feet with the ball on the grburid y :
between and thcplayers t o be "in phys¦
ical , contact." ;, . , '.
' The "maul" is similar to the "ruck "
t
requires
at least three players - one
-b u
from each team, closing around the man
with the ball in the field-of-play., In a

"
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natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised .
i il
<3I Finally, there's the issue ofi containers ; Good taste dictates a SySi^ T ~X^*MMl}
glass be used Biit bad plahnirig sometimes prevents thatilfyou i^v p ^^ v ^lJH/
should minimize 'f 2\jj JIS^IiJlx- -MWl-- •
'find
yourself forced
to drink from the can,you
.
let
que
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tte.
imply
formal.
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"maul" t he ball can be handled ,
y
. ' ¦2 ' -y . : : - ':y ' ': - y ) 22
y 'bu t not in a "ruck.'The major poin t s abou t ,Rugby are
that the ball cannot be passed forward
^
and t ha t onl y the man with; the ball 22} y2 2
:
2 can; be;tacWed ,;\MyblpcJtjng is; not;,--y'Y;Y- ---Y- 'Y y- ;
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Ther e will be a mandatory ; meeting for
tr sity Squash y on -Thursday , Oct. 19,-at
p.m. in the Whitney Room in . Roberts.
The Discount Photo Store is now open
i all Colby stud ents. By buy ing in large
iantit.es at Wholesale prices; the Photo
:ore can offer you the lowest prices on
Im , papers , chemicals and equipment ,
pen Monday throug h Thursday from
to 8 p.m. in the second floor of
¦¦ " ¦ .
oberts Union.
— •.
'C Social Club Schedule
it., Oct. 7: D.U. Dogs and Tequila
it., Oct. 14; ' Winner of membershi p
drive contest to Nbe announced
it., Oct. 21: T.D.P. with the "Oat
v
Willy Band "
t., Oct. 28: Al Corey 's 18 piece band
at the fieldhouse

The Wash ington Semester, is a
cooperative pro ^ain betweeri the
American University iri Washingto n,
D.C , and Colby, among other
schools. Its purpose is to provide
a realistic picture of the processes
of government , far richer ;; in -detail ,
and more accurate than can be
gained in an ordinary academic
environment. The program is open to
all Colby jiiniors regardless of
major field of' stud y.
'Program s include - the " Washington
Semester , the Forei gn Policy Semester , the Economic Policy Semester , " the . American Studies Semester
the; Washington Urban Semester , the
Science and Technolo gy; Semester ,
the International Development Semester , and the London Semester.
Applications are due - Friday October 20. They should be submitted
"
to Mrs. Kiralis , Eustis 205.
Lorimer Chapel :- Sunday, October 8
11:00 a.m. Sermon by Chap lain
Thorwaldsen.

19 Miss Kor b ut
20 "My
," old TV
show

23 Prefi x for p o d
.24 Dra ft classification (2 wds.)
25 "— as ,a.
Stran ger"

26 Incas ' milieu
. '28 Bacteria]
33 Homeowners ' debts
. (abbr ..)
34 Skeletal
35'Santa
36 Bert Lahr role
37 Emulates the ' big
bad wolf
38 Earth.goddess
39 Mr. Boudreau
40,Eddie Peabody 's
-instrument

Collegiate CW78-2

Attention Seniors: The dead line for Senior
pictures is Monday, November 27 , 1978;
send them to the Oracle Box. Please address questions to Seniors Editor Brad
Warner , 2-9814. If you need a photographer, please contact either Bill Fisher
(ext. 524) or Amy Davidoff (ext. 530),
Photograp hy Editors. Thank you. ;
¦¦

¦/

.

Mrs. Wrede of the Scandivanian Seminar
will be in Professor Reiter 's office
(Lovejoy 328) on Monday, October 9,
startup .at 1:30 to talk with any interested students.

Accompamst needed , (piano )
for Colby Dancers. Please contact
Pam Ellis-Ext 526.

41 West African

nation

42 Theatrical interval
44 Doesn 't
eyelash .
45 Genes.is vessel
46 Open "

48 -— judicata
50 Old TV show
. (3 wds.)
55-Construction member
¦ (2 wds.)
.
56 Invalidate
57 Inter ¦

58
breve
59 Sheer fabric •
60 Eastern European
61 cal.
62 Horse

63 Orson Welles role

DOWN

J an. Plan
J an Plan brochures - are
read y and cari be picked up
outside Eustis 205.

s

Students from other schools can
do J an Plans here only on a onefor-one exchange basis with Colb y
students. . Several people fro m other
schools have alread y expressed a
desire to come. If you want to do
a J an Plan at another school, without cost, ask for further
information in Eustis 205.
Much material is coming in on
opportunities to do J an Plans elsewhere. Check in Eustis 205 if you're
interested.
If there is sufficient interest , Prof.
Suss of the English Department will
sponsor a J an Plan in London to
study the theatre there. The estimated cost is $850.00, which includes
air fare , room , . meals and tickets for ;
15 to 18 plays. Apply Tuesday or
Thursday mornings between 9,_ 30 and
11, Room 203 D, Miller Library.

collegiate crossword
ACROSS .
1 Mr. Guthrie
5 Northwestern
capital '
10 Pleased
14,Dregs .
. 15 Eve or Enoch
16 Irritate
17' October gem
18— Miles

© Edward Julius , 1978

—
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/ :- . Pr esident and
Mrs. Strider will be
at . home for any students who '
might wish to drop in on Sunday
evening, October 8, from 7:30 on.
Very informal.

8 Fabric juncture -

9 Makes more
att ractive

•• ' . .

10 Picturesque cave
11 Leslie Ca'ron role
12.Aquari um growth
13 College VIP
21 Deer

22
27
29
30

Actor Calhoun
-— mother
Data , for short •
Jane Fonda movie -.

31 Djakarta native
32 "Rbllerball" star
33 French title
(abbr. )
34 Diamond sacrifi ce
37 Larcenous rodents
(2 wds.) .
38 Nibble
-40 Tell all
41.Needlefishes
43 Ve ry enthusiastic
44 Cried

1 Airborne
2 Amends
47 Metric work unit
3 Omitting (2 wds.)
49 Ward off
4 Site of 1952 winter
50 Car or command
¦
¦¦ Olympics
'
51 Competent
5 Washbowls ,'
J52 Bath powder
6 Give a speech
•53 Unit of speed
7 Old TV show (4 wds.;)54 Soak.up the sun

There will be a group J an Plan
(group no. 54) sponsored by Pro fessor Perez , a Mental Health Internshi p.
This program will involve
working at the Augusta Mental
Health Institute , one of the two
state residential treatment facilities
for the mentall y ill. In most cases,
students , will function as members
of a psychiatric unit team , parti cipating in intake procedures , treat ment planning, therapeutic and
recreational activities , staff confer ences, etc.
Students may also enro ll in ,
this program to pursue interests in
patient advocacy, medicine , rehabilit ation , education , geriatrics ,
pastor al counseling, personnel ,
business management and public
relations. Students will be expected
to work the same 40-hour week as
the other staff members of the
unit to which they will be assigned.
Students are encouraged to live on
on the hospital grounds during the
month , and thos e who elect to. do
so will be provided living accommo¦' >
dati ons and meals at no cost.
Students will participate in an
orient ation program ,at the hospital
on J anuary 8 and 9 which .will . ,
enable the staff tb get to know
th e students and to work out
projects to rrieet any special interest s
or abilities the student may have.
Students will comp lete
selectied read ings prior to and during
the program and will meet weekly
with the sponsor at the hospital .
Grades will be based on evaluations
by the hosp ital staff arid the sponsor.
Special permissio n of ths sponsor
is required prio r to enrollment.
Anyone interested in working on
campus to help Senato r William Hathaway in his reelec tio n effort should con
tact Scot Lehigh , X554 , box 872, or
J ohn Vcilleux,' X550, box 1560.

UL.Cll_.LJCL.Lt-
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Better Beginning

ATO Blood
Drive Siiccess

A problem that has long plagued Colby is the heavy academic demands placed .pn .
underclassmen. The EPC subrc pmmittee proposals pending review are evidence of. a
realistic assessment of this prob lem. The sub-committee proposal to give credit - for J an
Plan would allow stude nts to take a reduced - credit load during their ' freshman and
~"
sophomore years. This can only be beneficial:
It take s time to - adjust to the academic demands of any institution of higher .
education. Requiring a 15 credit load immediatel y upon arrival invites over extension.
A lighter load would result in two significant chang es. Immediately, it would al- low underclassemn tun e to become acclimated to a collegiate environment , thereb y
reducing the intense pressur e which is detrimental to performance in the long run.
It would allow time to focus energy and grad uall y assume heavier responsibilities.
The long range effect would allow. a strengthening in other non-academic areas
of the community. Frequentl y a student overextends himself during his first two
years in an effort to become involved in campus activities and meet the required academic demands. But , by his junior and senior year all his energy must be devoted to
achieving the GPA that suffered previousl y. As a result , participation in campus activities suffers . Ther e is little continuity in membership and organizations that should
remain stable flater as a resu lt of inexperience , not lack of enthusiasm.
Ultimatel y, the EPC proposal would create a more stable academic environm ent ,
and strengthen communit y activites as a whole.

I would like to tha nk all of you.who
valia ntly made your way up to Roberts
Loft last Tu'es. or Wed . to donate your
time and blood to the American Red
Cross Blood mobile sponsored by
ATO . Your contribut ions during the
two day event yielded a total collectio n
of 206 productive units-"An excellent blood drive! ", to quote an administrator of the Northea st Region of the
American National fted Cross Blood
Program.

Imp roved J an Plans

I would expeciall y like to thank the .
brothers and friends of ATO. In a time,
when , the general per ception of fraternities seems best characterized by the
National Lampoon 's "Animal House ", .
the success of this blood drive demonstrated that the prin ciples upon which
fraternities and broth erhood are based
can extend beyond the walls pf th e"House " and confines of the Campus
Community.

The Colb y J an Plan . program has faltered for a number of years; it is seriousl y
crippled. The recent EPC sub-committee proposal appears to offer some m easure of
aid to this dying institution. It comes not a moment too soon.
When J an Plan was introduced to Colby in 1962, it was an innovation. It was
one of the first in a series of experiments to allow for individual expression and
creativity within the academic structure. In that respect , its ' -d esign was a. noble one.
But we are all painfull y aware of the fact that J an Plan has since lost its origin al
meaning. Each year , as the number of. creative J an Plan offerings dwindle , more students choose to stay home with an independent study. For the most part , the few
who remain on campus that month do so to ski and party.
The proposal presentl y before the EPC will restructure J an Plan , or rather , will
provide a basic structure allowing for its rejuvenation. It is important to have a
greater number of people on campus , with some students examinin g academic interests in depth while others explore creative avenues. At the same time, those who
are interested in internshi ps or exchange pro grams could benefit from off campus
Januaries.
J an Plan could once again create a relaxed , viable-atmosphere conducive to learn
ing.

J obn Veilleux
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. Originall y;the committ ee had hoped to y
have a publication read y before November
registration. This . would have required reviewing last semester 's evaluations hand ed but by the individual depa rtments. :
These evaluations , however , were for one
reason or another refused. The most
valid denial was on the basis that at the ' _
time students wrote the evaluation they ,
were unaware that they may be made
public.
As a result , the committee decided to
design their own evaluation form that .
will clearly state its intent. These forms
will be distributed at the end of first .
semester classes. The committee will
then compile and publish these evaluations
making them available to the class ' of
1983.
In general the concept of student
course evaluations has met with app roval
by both faculty and stude nts. It is, after
all, a general practice at most Universities. There have been, however , some
¦
objections. ' ; ; .
. 2 -2 ) y y : y
One professor stated that he didn 't
see the need for such a publication , th at
the same purpose was achieved by " general
campus gossip. This is of no-use to a
freshman who doesn 't know who to
appr oach to get th is Vgossip ." More- '¦•
over , this public ation would provide
th e compilation of anywh ere up to 100
evaluations as opposed to three or four
individual opinions.

To th e Editor:
,
was
an
article printed
Last spring there
in the ECHO describing the pro spective
publi cation of student written course evaluations. This artic le immediately folr
lowed the Stu-A decision to finance this
project.

Another aspect to bear in mind is
th at the very objection or refusal of
a professor to have his course evaluated
is in itself indicative. It displays! a mis- ,
conception that the purpose of the pub- ;
lication is to libel individual professors.

. Unfortunately, due to lack of time, this
publication was not ' prepared in time for
th e 1978 fall reg istration. This fall a committee , headed by Ross Moldoff , intends
to have the publicat ion available within
¦
- : " " ¦: ¦ ¦¦
the year.

The emphasis is to be on the course ;
t he value of lect ures , and reading ma- Y
t erial , the quantity, of papers , exams arid
reading assignments. Theyjprofessor , no ,y .
doubt , is par t of the evaluation ^ but he
y y
~Y
is not the central focus. 2,

The basic purpose of this publication
would be t o' assist freshmen in choosing
courses/ The first publication , as;a trial
issue, would critiq ue only 100 and 200
level couirses. The idea is not to jnalign
individual profes sors , bu t to provide
descrip tive informati on not rcttdil y available.

Student cour se evaluations, tliat would
event uall y include all courses offered at
Colby, have been needed since the demise
of Colby 's Course Cri t ique Ca talogue in
1967. The concept should be received with the recognition of its value .to both
stude nts and faculty, not with , fear of
malignity on the part of certain pr ofessors.

Frequen tly, freshmen do not know
enoug h upperclassmen who can usefully
describe a course t hey 've taken. " Moreover ,

Layout: ; '

To J im Armstrong of ¦'the ' Music ' Depart- ".'
ment , Dr. Richard ' Betts , of the Waterville
Opera House Restoratio n Coihmttee . and
all the diligent workers who helped with -• '.
th e show. It wouldn 't have happened , with,
out . you. - .Thanks , the Social Life Come 2y

because each evaluation would be th e
compiled version of an ent ire class of
cri tique it would , presumably * be . a
more accurat e descrip tion.

"

'*

Val Talland
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mmmf tiMs
by Mark McAu liffe
I have always felt somewhat
frustated when discussing the subject of nuclear power. It is not the
idea of nuclear power "which bothers
me, but rather the areas on which ,
the debate usually centers. The
typical anti-nuclear advocate , generally
describes either stories of potential
horror and destructions which
would occur if nuclear power became a major source of energy
that I would find myself afraid
to walk the streets; .or they discuss
solar energy until I'm blue in the
race.
The problem is that many people
are misinformed, not only as to
the dangers of nuclear power and
the feasibility of developing other
sources of energy, but the seriousness of the current ¦energy crisis. The
simple fact is there is; a very limited
supply of oil in the wbrid. Although
current market conditions show a
temporary: gbit of oil, the problem
of a near term shortage of oil is
still very real. A recent stud y by
M. Hubert estimated that world oil
resources' would dry up by the
year 2050. And, of course, this

doesri't. yeyeh •: address -. theYygrpblem Y -.;V
which would- ,arise as [ a >yres^-of;-ainckha2/a^r;pilym^3xgo^
Y ' V- 'Y
y¦¦ .-• Despite: theYpc^eriti^Yfutu . pfobre
Y
lems ;with- oil,Y nuclear energy could
serve : to alleviate - much of'; oiir current and . future energy needs. Without Y a doubt,; nuclear power (like; Y
any- other new form of technology)
has its .problems. But the stories . .of radioactive leaks and destruction .are
simply ' overstated. Nuclear ; energy is,
in. most respects,; a relatively safe
form -of energy. To be sure, extreme
care must be taken when working
with; any kind of radioactive ma-V.
terial and in the case of nuclear
power such care is being taken.
Every plant must go through thousands of different safety checks and ;
must :be subjected to constant -in- :.'.
spections and temporary shutdowns.
A recent article in the "Bulletin of
Atomic Scientists" estimates that if ;
one hundred nuclear powe^ ^aaits.-vfereY ;
operated iu the ¦ l£S., there-.; would'2be a
a serious /accident y pruy Yonce in .
every l,06d years.-YEven in the:caise ;- .
of a serious accident it is estimated
that only 2,000 ; people would bey -YY' V .
exposed to serious amounts of ; .;.-;.: ',..Y
radiation, hot: the;hundreds of thou-: .
sands you hear people talking about. Y

by; Richard Schr euer
The electric utilities claim that nu:lear reactors are cheaper to run than
bssil fuel plants. This isi true if one /
gnores the generating process and com)ares only ' the relative fuer costs.
'Wheh the still unknown of radioactive
irid spent nuclear fuel management and
iecommisioning are finally included in
:hc rate base'(they are not now), nudear power may well prove'to be more
:xpensive than . conventional energy
:ources such as coal, and may be econ)mically competitive with safe renewible resource energy alternatives such
is solar power"- (House of Represenatives Committee on government operitions report, April, 1978). . Y
' Outside of the economics, the main
irobiem with nuclear power is that tt
iscs highly,radioactive materials that
ire first consumed as fuel and then
Plutonium-239.
iiscarded . as waste.
beone
the
)f these wastes^ is considered to
most toxic'.substance known to man. It
is so powerful that one millionth of a
?ram can cause lung cancer, and it is
io long lasting that it will remain lethal
for over half a million years. Nuclear
proponents claim that the techriolbgy
to permanently dispose of these wastes*
is \ just around the corner. However, the
O ffice of Science '--'ariiil/Technical Pro.rcss recently said that a solution isn't
sven in sight. But something had better
>e done. Right now we have over 74nillion gallons and 3,000 metric fons
sf waste being temporarily stored.
ifo date, 549,000 gallons, have plready
enked ; frpm the , Hoinford Reservation
storagcyarca in Washington , and there ; ,
we many cases where drinking water
wd crops have been contaminated, *

Wm0^0^§^P ^^^ ^^- y
'^£^^^ ^^ ¦10^0^;:^^ _^
ofYisplaEydi^^
on a
JaigeYscideYb^is^
¦
¦"' ¦ '
i^t^a-'dj^amybf.thei future^
:
¦
}
y 22'p o ^. ;represents a; niuch more
yiableyY^teraativeY form Y;of/¦ energy.
ButyyeyenY^gainst/tcd'al;- -/nuclear
energy appears; ycheaper/ yaty, ,'
IeaStYib/ the ;npitheast. A ' • ' •: '. '
recent ;/study- "by Mark Spaingler
estimatesYthat Iii; tbe state of
Connecticut /nuclear fired electric
plants are; :12% cheaper, than coal
fired • plants. Y While coal would not
only be as cheap, if; not 'cheaper,
a form of energy outside the New
England area, one must also consider the greater pollution which
coal fired electric ^p lants produce.
And even here, it xertaintly makes
sense -for private electric companies
to decideYon/their own-,whether or
Ynot tpYuse coal'ior/nuclear fuel.
Yv/TheYdebateYcbrici.ri-ing:. nuclear :
; power jhasy gone/ on .long enough.;.--.,.
Moist/ofYjfte /facts)are; iniY and it
:
is- . a. ' .' ^p ^^.;ihii;^u!A^;^ne^y)
'
safeJiWay to supply the . electrical
heeds:bf the U.SY ' A hew form Y
of yeher^ . is needed:now and not
in the/future. It's time we.stopped
t^kirijg and -staited building. /

Lj LJuJLiJLJ L5 LiJ
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; :Aridtytiie.|st^
:
;y^< .mpt^yt«W
/•iccQunty - fo^'cb^
:;tjnit'Y^ujdY;ihakey^
[eye'n '- . saforjYi
' I Y;Thbse;yv^p Ybai^e;^e^feil Y'daiiger
of imdeary pbyy^Y
wasteYwhich ;;isyprod^e^ andy^^d y^; 2
:
have a miich /inore ' MidY-ppintY§C^y .
renitly/this
is .the major;prbblCm>YYiYY ;Y;Y
;
with nudew ..power/ ;^^
I am Yconfid<.nt / thab
find some - use for f Ae Y nudear . Yi
waste or some /way ytd Ystorie ' 'it -2
safely.;Currently inr Mejcico some;
is ybeing/ yy
very promising rgearchyy
of nuclear
done^on the subject
waste. .
The belief that our energy needs y
can be met ^through , the use of
other forms' of energy is simply riot¦:¦Y"Y
true at .jpre^ientY Currently :thie iU.Sj" . ' ;
has tWo .major ; sources of ;fuel pther
than oil- solar /energyYand; cbal;Y While
I YbeiieyeYsolary^energy :.-isv :i}&-:22:-2y2.
best: potential;, sourceY pf; energy.Y.;YYY ;.Y
for tftey'w^d jYit'isY^
hbmicaUy/unfoasiM^
per '¦-.. Wlpwatt::i^mated:;/tost_ £^
ducingYaYsbl^:ener^YplaritYis;¦ .y;y :'./YY/Y/y
¦$2,500;whiibft^
watt of; a; nuclejurypowei. plant -is- > :222:l
:
SSCHJTScii^iYYTl^
are too great ..•tb .-beyf.gnpt^

Unfortunatel yi Waste , is only one of
the problems Caused by trie nuclear fuel
- cycle; there are a bosst of/others that Y -."
seem even more irisurmburitaibie^ For ^Y"
example, radioactive materials inevitably
have to be transported. For 1,000
plants this would require yoyer 50; million highway miles a year. The former
Atomic Energy Comniissiori has estimated that this would probably involve
¦ IS serious accidents annually. One of
these occurred in tlie summer of 1977...
~
"In Colorado a truck^ ebntaining uran- ~
ium collided with several horses, spew- ,
ing atomic fuel across the highway.
It's impossible to, tell how many
motorists sucked./the fuel into their
vents, or how much. escaped into.the
environment.'*
--^_A1nother problem is containing the
radiation at the plant site. While proponents claim/the chances of a meltdown are very smdJI, in fact one has
already happened. ;IaLl?66 a reactor
just outside of Detroit did melt down.
The - radiation was barely contained, and
evacuatipp bf Detroit ywas seriously
cbrialdeired. But the>major source of
concern is the/many ' ¦ 'minor" ;accidents .
which routinely releiisc radiiition into
our/enyiroriment, Y ., \yp2 :'2 -.-: '¦ ¦'•, ; Y.
"In July, 1976 83,660 gallons of riidioactive water was accidentally spilled into
the ConnecticutyRiyer by';the Vermont
Vankee^p lanti Oifficials claim that the
radiation • leVel in tlie .water is still very
low, but they don 't mention that
radioactivity is concentrated about 1,000
times as it passes through the food
chain. This is. only one , of many cases* .
In the first 4 months of 1976 there
were 56 accidental releases of radiation
from reactors" (the U.S. ; Nuclear
Regulator^' Commission).
. Proponents tell us that tiierc has ,
riever been a major accident at a nil

"clear reactor, -. but¦:"minor *' accidents • .- ¦;
¦prove there isyaydirect - Unk b
states vrith^theYiai^Stvi^ciear/ fa cilitier.;. Y
/ Md/ :c^cerIYFor ;ihstancbi ^
death 'rateYin;Wa^mgtbnY(wWch;/has ythe
largest niicleai?;/wpactiy) ;isYup/8.9^:. cbm
; par^Ywith;; a- nation4' aye^
This is^ the typey of cancer^ known tb be7most/directly linked to .adiatioiv poi- Y; '
sonihg (Compiled by connparine• StaiteY Y
Health Statistics, '19724975). y 222. 2)2
• . / If- all this ;is':true^ then -why .are ¦);
people /in faypr' . of nuclear power? /The '
motives of the /Utilities are clear.Y Utili-/
ties are^guaratiiteed yby law abbutYaY15%
return on their investment^ and \sititey-.
nuclear power is 'by vfary ^thb ':most" ex^ - ¦'Y
pensive form of enargy:;j ^ductiioni ' v;
profits are high. y ProppnentsYaiso 'daini •:;
nudear plants create jobs. This:, is • true; y
but nuclear construction' creates'far . Y
fewer jobs than docs a program of^-conservation and solar; energy^ by.; a titip: y
Y^brHingyfo recerit ^
of about ll4,
¦
"yYY :
studies. "• " . ¦' ¦: :22 2y '2 22'.y
It is undisputed tliatvpUE ultim
goal is:to create;' a iustainable;..sbcietyj:!.;Y
a'society where we.y rely on renewable, Y
non-polluting; fuels; Nudear . prbponentsy
see atomic powerYasf-tiie . .'^^
But in - reality;¦¦it y is'- uhneciMsa^ifthereY^are a vast number of alterhativesi Tlie •
most obvious waj' to strettb but fod :
supply is to sirnply • vise less; 'Right • ; ¦ i
now over half the energy produced in y
the U.S. is >'W^ted~'mb'r?e energy; than is
' : y:
used- by,-2/3:'bfYthe;world. : Y ', '.' 1 :2
:y 2
The Committee bh Government Operations has concluded i that we couldIre-. .
duce our energy bonsutriptipnYby 5Q% , /
allowing vis -tp,meet -aU-i-pii r ienergy
needs for the next 25 years, ,without
expanding generating bapacity;'"Thisy..:¦ -;;'':
could be . done simply by-improving bur
energy ¦,efficiency; jForyexiimplc,: rjising /¦:
electricity, rates have ^creased demandin New. Ham1psKirc'i frbin^ a;grbvitlii rate
of 7% yi;6;;bb'b\|t;;^l%,;;TW

with a little effort we could attain a
:-zbro '^bywth.: rat'e-';in-.atyl.e my:the ' 'i^i- '
yde^tial'sector.Y'Y :,4. • • .; ' . ///-/ '•
yy ;KoW-ythe/question ;is: how cfo^ are Y
we to achieving the sustainable society?
• The 'Wosi; recent studiesy.indicate that .
we aire:very dbsc.YFor example: ¦' ' ¦A study done for the Federal Energy
Admiriistratipn :ih yl977 said that
phdtpyoltj iics (cdls that produce electricity dir^y /from; sunlight) will be
cost competitive with conventional
forms of energy by 1985".
The implications of this are "incredible. It means that pur need for power
plants miay beYcut^ drastically within
;7}yearsi before the Seabrook plant is:
. evien finished. In addicibn...
"The Mass. Energy^ Office says that
•solar space and :wa'ter heating are cost
competitive with dectric heat today,
: and could save Mass. residents $120
million in fuel Costs by 1985".
The. President's Council on Environmental Quality has also . reported that¦
.with a concerted ' effort solar .power ' ¦'
could provide ;the majority of our energy heeds by; 1988; •
' So the question 0 is/do we need nuy
clear ppwer?v; The/nipst: pew
estimaties claim that we have at least •
30 years of oil and 150 years of coal
left; and with conservation we could
dbuble thbse figures. Solar; erier^ is
here with usi todayr,'Valid Will probably
be cost corppelitiye with nbclear power
before anyvpewy ;rieactbrs banYbe finished.;;
Yetf ih ;spitbybf . ;tli.is;Y^denceiy^
being ytold ythat \ye
that. - -we.yare,Yso;'Jn;;: ^
y,
ityis worth ' tbb''i|sk^
of ppisb'ning bii^ Z
planet,yas.;;well-as .' ourselves,- ifor • the y sake of 20 years woritb of elecitricity. .
(Yes, 20 yeart. iThat is how long/our ,
known uranium reserves will last without;
reprocessingjyAfter that we;' will-be-:y,y: '2
forced ':tp ;yrely^
urahiUm/ producing exporting countries,), ;|
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